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Notations
Notation
LTX
GLTX/G0
IKGi , 0 < i <= n, n=final
IKG= {IKG1, IKG2, .. , IKGfinal}
ci
CL= {ci, ….., cn}
|C|
si,x
E = {e1, e2, …}
|E|
RTXi
RTX={RTX1,RTX2,…RTXn}
OE
Z={z1, z2, …}
K
KG
GRi
ȶb, b=1,2,…, n
L
wi,j
fi,j / fi
MST
TST
TTST
GUi
Gtemp
KPOE( )
R
α
GWi
K’
SIKG
g

Meaning
The learnable prose
The knowledge graph of the prose
Illuminated Knowledge Graph i
A set of Illuminated Knowledge Graph
Concept i
List of learnable noun concepts in the prose
The number of concepts in the knowledge graph
The xth sense for concept i
A set of edges in the knowledge graph, each represents
a sentential relation among a pair of concepts.
The number of edges in the knowledge graph
A reference text i
A set of reference texts
Ontology Engine
A set of geometric paths
A sequence of edges constructing a Knowledge Path,
where K ϵ Z
Syntactical Explicit Graph generator function
A reference knowledge graph i
A set of words between concept ci and cj
The maximum allowed distance between concept ci
and cj and in a sentence
The familiarity value of the of sentential relation
between concept ci and cj
the frequency of the relation type between concept ci
and cj or the frequency of concept ci extracted from
“Gutenberg Project”
Minimum Steiner Tree
Traffic Steiner Tree
Terminal to Terminal Steiner Tree
The name of the graph/tree extracted by TTST( )
Temporary knowledge graph
OE-knowledge-paths algorithm
A dictionary of all relations between concepts in the
Ontology Engine OE
The maximum length of an OE-knowledge path
The name of the graph created by KPOE( )
Alpha Knowledge Pathway
Skimmed Illuminated Knowledge Graph
Alpha Label graph
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ER
RW
Ω
Ω,
Vi
Ii,j
ST
λ
|G|
γ
δ
pi
di
β
NICi
ρ
Θi
h(Θi)
H = {h1, h2, …, hn}
|H|
ai,j
A
u

Effective Resistance
Random Walk
The total resistance of the edges incident from concept
ci in the equivalent electrical circuit
The resistance of the edges incident from concept ci to
cj in the equivalent electrical circuit
The voltage of concepts ci in the equivalent electrical
circuit
The current flow between each two concepts ci and cj
in the equivalent electrical circuit
Sentetest text generator
Knowledge growth
The size of the knowledge graph
Knowledge overload
Graph entropy
The probability of the concept ci.
The number of the sentential relation of concept ci
Cluster Coefficient
The neighbors’ interconnections coefficient of
concept ci
Graph density
Phase transition
A concept illumination value at phase i
Vector of all the concept illumination values
The summation of h for each concept ci in the list of
prose concepts CL
The value of the sentential relation strength (weight)
between ci and cj.
A matrix with ai,j elements
The budget of the number of sentences
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Introduction
1.1

Text comprehension and Prose comprehension
Text comprehension is a very distinguished form of knowledge learning acquisition

due to the property of text as a highly-structured method of knowledge delivery. A well
written text certainly has cues for building up a coherent representation of the given text
and for playing an important role in the process of text comprehension. Thus, Text
comprehension can be thought of as the process of acquiring knowledge represented in a
set of concepts and a set of associations among them derived from the text itself. However,
sophisticated text is often rich with complex concepts covering very specialized meanings
and associations that can be subtle, difficult to comprehend from the text, and that need the
use of external sources to achieve the goal of comprehension. In the dissertation, we
identify this type of text as prose.
For a prose text, the reader is not expected to comprehend it based on the knowledge
in prose alone. Therefore, significant external knowledge, often called prior knowledge, is
needed (Al Madi, 2014; Kintsch, 2004). Further, prior knowledge is different from one to
another. Sometimes, people may not have the minimal prior knowledge about a specific
topic. So, they need to acquire the knowledge they lack prior to reading by utilizing
resources such as-lexicons and external references (Moravcsik & Kintsch, 1993). By this,
it can be stated that in order to fill the gaps left by the prose and achieve the goal of prose
comprehension, the reader should make a connection between the prose’s contents and his
or her prior knowledge which is not inferred from the presented data in the prose. In other
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words, prose comprehension involves the flexibility of using different resources of
information and integrating them into the text. One example is the integration between an
encyclopedia and linguistic information/ dictionaries. However, the choice of the right
reference in many areas is still a big challenge. Not only that, but finding and reading the
relevant parts from the reference can become too time-consuming (Bergenholtz & Gouws,
2010; Fathi, 2014). What is needed is a cognitive comprehension model that would enhance
prose comprehension by reading relevant parts from incremental external references
related to the given prose and finding meaningful knowledge associating the prose
concepts. As this is indeed a very common phenomenon in human prose comprehension.
Knowledge can be defined as “the process of knowing, a reflexive process that takes
data and information, in a social context … and generates new data, information, and/or
knowledge” (Sasser, 2004). Furthermore, the incremental use of external references may
result in too much knowledge or an overload problem of familiar/unfamiliar, easy/complex,
and/or repeated information which may further cause a misleading in prose comprehension.
Thus, there is a need to control knowledge overload and provide the reader with the best
related familiar knowledge that is easy to understand to enhance prose comprehension. So,
it is necessary to decide which information to keep and which to remove.
1.2

Dissertation contributions
In this research, we study text comprehension requesting external consultation.

Although the process of comprehension has long been studied, no algorithm level model
for comprehension is available. So, the main contribution of this research is to study the
algorithms behind prose comprehension. An initial version of algorithms that can be used
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to enhance the comprehension is proposed. The result product is a comprehension engine
consists of two processes; the Knowledge Induction Process and the Knowledge
Distillation Process. The Knowledge Induction Process seeks to increase knowledge by
reading incremental external reference texts and finding the highest familiarity knowledge
associations among prose concepts. We suggest using steps of algorithms to find the most
familiar knowledge with fewest associations among prose concepts using no or the
minimum number of external concepts. Therefore, the Knowledge Distillation Process
grades all the knowledge associations between each pair of the prose concepts and selects
the one which has the most familiar, easiest-to-understand knowledge that can be delivered
to the reader. The effective resistance measurement is suggested for grading knowledge
associations and selecting the one which has the highest delivered current between the two
concepts.
In current psychology, it is understood that there are two types of memories: shortterm memory and long-term memory. Long-term memory stores decontextualized
knowledge such as alphabets, words, grammar rules and elementary aspects of language.
Short-term memory stores the knowledge which is actively being processed. It is usually
thought that prior knowledge is stored in long-term memory and during comprehension
this knowledge is called upon to make interconnections with the knowledge in short-term
memory (obtained from reading the text) to generate a cohesive state of comprehension
(Hardas, 2012).
The dissertation answers the following question; can the comprehension engine
improve the quality of the comprehension and save time efficiency?
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Although there is an extensive number of external references that help the reader to
increase his or her knowledge, he or she may struggle in reading a large amount of external
references and keep up with the new knowledge read. This back to that the human cognitive
abilities have definite limits in several dimensions. For example, Miller found that a
person’s short-term memory has a limited capacity (Miller, 1956), which means that the
reader can only hold a certain number of pieces of knowledge at a time (Hao, 2016).
Therefore, he or she may not effectively interconnect the newly-read knowledge stored in
the short-term memory with prior knowledge stored in long-term memory (Maria &
MacGinitie, 1980; Spiro, 1980). He or she may not organize the knowledge into a mental
image while reading (Gagné & Memory, 1978; Levin, 1973; Witte, 1978). Thus, the level
of comprehension during the act of reading may not be properly monitored (Baker, 1979;
Di Vesta, Hayward, & Orlando, 1979; Owings, Petersen, Bransford, Morris, & Stein, 1980;
Paris & Myers, 1981) (Davey, 1983). The proposed comprehension engine can handle
these problems and improve the quality of learning by reading an incremental number of
external references and finding the best related highest familiarity knowledge that can help
the reader to increase knowledge and enhance comprehension.
Human reading rate has been an area of research that has considerable interest
(Carver, 1992; Just & Carpenter, 1980; Huey, 1908). Carver’s reading model (Carver,
1992) explores the relationship model between reading and comprehension. He theorized
that reading involves five basic processes: memorizing, learning, rauding, skimming, and
scanning. An individual’s reading rate may vary depending on the difficulty level of the
material and purpose of the reader (Carver, 1992, 1984). For example, a reader may use
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the skimming process when only an overview of the material is necessary, while learning
processes that require rereading are utilized when a more thorough comprehension of the
material is required. Based on Carver’s reading model, the rate for the process of
memorization is around 138 words per minute (Wpm), the learning process is around 200
Wpm, the rauding process is around 300 Wpm, the skimming process is around 450 Wpm,
and the scanning process is around 600 Wpm. For example, if a reader needs to read and
comprehend a text consisting of 2000 words, he or she needs around 10 minutes to read it
for the purpose of learning. How about reading long texts or more than one text? One of
the significant advantages of the proposed comprehension engine is its ability for saving
time efficiency. By reading several reference texts and finding the highest familiarity
knowledge, this method can aid the reader in increasing his or her knowledge and
enhancing comprehension in a short amount of time.
1.3

Thesis organization
Chapter 2 gives the definitions used in the Knowledge Induction Process. In

addition, the model used for representing the knowledge is explained, along with the
iterative process used for augmenting the highest familiarity knowledge associations that
connect the prose concepts from external sources. Chapter 3 presents in detail the
definitions used in the Knowledge Distillation Process, the method used for grading the
augmented knowledge and selecting the best familiar easy to understand knowledge
between each pair of prose concepts. Chapter 4 describes the model used for evaluating the
comprehension. Also presented are the experiment, the content material, and the analysis
of the results gained by the Knowledge Induction Process and the Knowledge Distillation
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Process. In addition, a description of the design and the implementation of our human study
experiment and the analysis of its results is included. Chapter 5 summarizes the work, in
addition to some of the interesting suggestions for the future work.

Knowledge Induction Process of Prose Comprehension
This chapter serves to introduce the Knowledge Induction Process’s algorithms
specifically designed to enhance prose comprehension. The chapter starts by elaborating
the definitions used in the Knowledge Induction Process. It then explains the two
fundamental techniques of the process. In addition, it explains each crucial step to achieve
the task of the Knowledge Induction Process.
Sophisticated prose is often rich with specialized concepts and terminologies that
are sensitive and difficult for inexperienced readers to comprehend the knowledge
associations among them from the prose itself. Such difficulty can also be observed in
readings of many domains, such as science and technology. Additionally, it is believed that
the process of prose comprehension involves the integration of concepts with significant
external knowledge, which is often called prior knowledge (Babour, Khan, & Nafa, 2016;
Khan & Hardas, 2013). However, readers have different levels of prior knowledge;
depending on the reader, sometimes they might not even have the minimal prior knowledge
about a specific topic. Therefore, they need help through external knowledge sources such
as reference texts, ontology engines, dictionaries, papers, or conversations with experts that
allow them to compensate for the lack of prior knowledge (Moravcsik & Kintsch, 1993).
However, the extensive number of knowledge sources might itself become an obstacle to
text comprehension. For example, if the reader decides to read reference texts to enhance
10
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his or her comprehension, he or she might struggle to keep up with the type and the large
amounts of reference texts, which can easily be disturbing. Additionally, searching for the
relevant needed parts in the reference texts can be extensive and time-consuming. For that
reason, the Knowledge Induction Process is designed to substitute the lack of knowledge
in the prose by augmenting knowledge associations among the prose concepts by using
reference texts and ontology engine as external knowledge sources. We assume the
concepts are known and we focus on finding the knowledge associations among them. The
process reads the most appropriate parts from relevant reference texts to find the highest
familiarity knowledge associations that connect the prose concepts and uses an ontology
engine to find lexical knowledge associations among each pair of concepts in order to
enhance prose comprehension.
The problem is represented more formally as follows:
Given a specified prose LTX for comprehension, a list of prose concepts CL= {ci,
…., cn} from LTX, a set of reference texts RTXi, and an ontology engine OE. Find the
Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKG representing the knowledge associations among the
prose concepts CL.
The Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKG is defined as a graph that provides a capture
of the current state of the learning progress by showing the prose concepts CL and the
relationships between them found by reading the prose LTX, the relevant parts from
reference texts RTXi, and the Ontology Engine OE. It is represented as a directed graph
IKG= (C, E), where C is a set of concepts and E is a set of edges. Each concept ci can have
one or more senses (si,1, si, 2, .. , si,x) where i is the concept number and x is the sense number.
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Each edge connects two concepts via a specific sense of each concept and has a type of the
following types: Synonym, Hyponym, Hypernym, Meronym, Holonym, Instance or
Syntactic explicit. The concept is either in LTX, RTX, or OE, while the edge between any
two concepts represents a sentential relation between them. Figure 2.1 (a) shows an
example of the Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKG with five concepts; Country, State,
Ohio, freedom, and Liberty where Country, Ohio, and Liberty are the CL concepts; State
belongs to a reference text; and Freedom belongs to an Ontology Engine.
A Knowledge Path K is defined as a path illuminating the relationship between two
concepts. It is represented as a sequence of edges that connects a concept ci with a concept
cj in a preserved sense, where ci and cj are concepts from LTX. The intermediate concepts
in the path can be external to the list of prose concepts CL. Examples of Geometric paths
are Z, (i) c1 – s1,1 : Synonym : s2,1 – c2 – s2,1 : Instance : s4,1 – c4 , (ii) c1 – s1,1 : Synonym :
s2,1 – c2 – s2,1 : syntactic explicit: s4,1 – c4, and (iii) c1 – s1,1 : Synonym : s2,1– c2 – s2,2 :
Hyponym : s3,1 – c3 – s3,1 : Hyponym : s5,4 – c5, where c1, c2 … etc. refer to the concept
number. s1,1 is the first sense of the first concept, s2,1 the first sense of the second concept,
etc. K can be extracted from Z. For example, (i) c1 – s1,1 : Synonym : s2,1 – c2 – s2,1 : Instance
: s4,1 – c4, (ii) c1 – s1,1 : Synonym : s2,1 – c2 – s2,1 : syntactic explicit: s4,1 – c4, and (iii) c2 –
s2,2 : Hyponym : s3,1 – c3 – s3,1 : Hyponym : s5,4 – c5 are considered knowledge paths because
the incoming and the outgoing senses for each concept are preserved. Figure 2.1 (b) (c) (d),
and (e) are examples of the different types of paths.
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Figure 2.1. (a) Example of an Illuminated Knowledge Graph, (b), (c), (d) and (e) are
examples of Geometric path. (b), (c), and (e) are examples of Knowledge Paths.
The process uses two fundamental techniques to generate the Illuminated
Knowledge Graph IKG: Concept representation generation and Reference consultation.
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2.1

Concept representation generation
When attempting to understand any text, readers always break the text down into

concepts and create knowledge associations among them (Wittrock, 1989, 1992, Kintsch,
1988, 1994). Therefore, it is necessary to use a computational representation model on
which a computer algorithm can handle the problem of finding new or missing knowledge
associations among the prose concepts. This in turn increases comprehension of the
relationships among the prose concepts, thus comprehending the prose. A graph is used as
a computational representation model, where each node represents a concept; each edge
represents a sentential relation (knowledge association/sentence) between two concepts;
and each path is a sentence or sequence of sentences between two concepts.
We use Syntactical Explicit Graph generator function KG to convert the prose LTXi
to a knowledge graph G0 and a reference text RTXi to a reference knowledge graph GRi.
Formally, given a prose LTX or a reference text RTXi, for each sentence in LTX /RTXi, the
function searches sentence-by-sentence for any pair of concepts (ci, cj) if there is a word or
sequence of words ȶb, b=1,2,…,n between them in the same sentence, where in LTX, ci and
cj belong to the list of prose concepts CL and in RTXi, ci and cj belong to the noun concepts
in the reference text, the distance between ci and cj is less than or equal L. If so, it saves the
triple [ci, ȶb, cj] as an edge in the graph represents a syntactical explicit relation between a
pair of concepts ci and cj.
As the purpose of this process is to find the highest familiarity knowledge
associations connecting the prose concepts for enhancing the prose comprehension, it is
necessary to evaluate the familiarity of these knowledge associations. This can be done by
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calculating the weight of each edge in the knowledge graph. Calculating the weight
(familiarity value) is based on the type of the sentential relation between concepts. Table
2.1 represents different types of sentential relation structures between any pair of concepts.
The familiarity value wi,j is calculated by Equation 2.1 where, fi,j represents the frequency
of the relation type between concept ci and cj comes from the word frequency in the
“Gutenberg Project” (Hart, 1971). This online archive of documents has been used by many
researchers (Kaster, Siersdorfer, & Weikum, 2005; Kaluarachchi, Roychoudhury, Varde,
& Weikum, 2011; Agrawal & An, 2012; Chandran, Crockett, Mclean, & Bandar, 2013)
where "Gutenberg Project" is one of the online resources offers over 53,000 whose
copyright has expired in the USA. If there is a sequence of words between the concepts,
the familiarity value is based on the lowest weight of the words sequence. Since, word
frequencies are in the millions, we find the log of a word frequency divided by 109. To
avoid negative values, we multiply the result by -1. High frequency means high familiarity
of the relation type. The relation between f and w is an inverse relation; the higher the
frequency, the less its weight or the less its cost.
𝑤 , = −1/(

,

)

(2.1)

In Table 2.1, Case #1 there is a single word ȶb between ci and cj, b=1. (i.e. Ethane
contains carbon-carbon), ci = Ethane, cj, = carbon-carbon, and ȶ1= contains. Therefore,
the edge weight is calculated by substituting the frequency of the word contain in Equation
2.1. For Case#2, more than one word ȶb exists between ci and cj, b>1, (i.e. petroleum is
heterogeneous composed of hydrocarbon), ci = petroleum, cj, = hydrocarbon, b=2, and t1=
heterogeneous, t2= composed. The edge weight is calculated by calculating the weight of
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word heterogeneous and composed separately, then selecting the minimum of them. In
Case#3: class/sub-class, if the relation type is either a hypernym or hyponym (i.e. Fossil
fuel is a hypernym of petroleum), ci = Fossil fuel, cj, = petroleum and ȶ= hypernym, the
edge weight is calculated by substituting the frequency of the word class in Equation 2.1.
Case#4: part/sub-part, if the relation type is either a holonym or meronym (Atom is a
holonym of carbon), ci = Atom, cj, = carbon and ȶ= holonym, the edge weight is calculated
by substituting the frequency of the word part in Equation 2.1.
Table 2.1. Relation Structure between any pair of Concepts
Sentential relation type

Sentential relation structure

wi,j value

Syntactical Relation
Case#1: single word:

wi,j = ȶ1

ci – : si,* – ȶb – sj,* : – cj ; b=1
Case#2: sequence of words:

wi,j =min(ȶb)

ci – : si,* – ȶ1 ȶ2…ȶn – sj,* : – cj
b=1,2,…,n
OE Relation
Case#3: Class/sub-class:

wi,j = ȶclass

ci – : si,* – Hypernym – sj,* : – cj
or

ci – : si,* – Hyponym – sj,* : – cj
Case#4: Part/sub-part:

wi,j = ȶpart

ci – : si,* – Holonym – sj,* : – cj
or

ci – : si,* – Meronym – sj,* : – cj
Case#5: synonym:
ci – : si,* – Synonym – sj,* : – cj

wi,j = ȶsynonym =1
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Case#5: synonym, if the relation type is synonym (Petroleum is a synonym of oil), we
suppose the frequency of the synonym relation equals 1, therefore the edge weight is
calculated by substituting the frequency by 1 in the equation.
2.2
2.2.1

Reference Consultation
Extracting the highest familiarity knowledge from a reference text
The reader is not expected to find knowledge associations among prose concepts

and comprehend the prose based on the knowledge found in the prose alone. To fill the gap
left by prose, external text references are used to find knowledge associations among the
prose concepts which are not inferred from the sentences presented in the prose. For that
reason, a Terminal to Terminal Steiner Tree function (TTST) can find missing knowledge
associations as well as new knowledge associations among the prose concepts. This process
occurs by reading the relevant parts from external reference texts whose subjects are related
to the given prose, and discovering the highest familiarity meaningful knowledge
associations that connect the prose concepts. This in turn increases knowledge and
enhances prose comprehension.
It is therefore relevant to discuss some techniques on graph theory which can be
used for finding the knowledge associations among the prose concepts CL before presenting
the suggested technique. Many versions of Steiner Trees exist that are useful for finding
knowledge associations among prose concepts CL (Takahashi & Mastsuyama, 1980; Kou,
Markowsky, & Berman, 1981). Below are some examples which may serve the Knowledge
Induction Process.
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Figure 2.2. Example of different types of Steiner trees.
A Minimum Steiner Tree (MST), a heuristic approach to obtain an approximate
solution for MST is based on finding knowledge with the minimum cost among the prose
concepts CL (Takahashi & Mastsuyama, 1980). Given a connected, undirected graph G=
(C, E), where C is a set of concepts, E is a set of edges representing the relations between
pairs of concepts ci and cj, for each edge e ϵ E, the weight wi,j specifying the cost (the
familiarity value of the sentential relation between ci and cj) and a set of prose concepts CL,
CL ⸦ C. MST’s cost is calculated by ∑(wi,j), where i, j ϵ C, i≠j. MST may contain some
concepts that do not belong to the prose concepts CL but are used to connect them. The
algorithm complexity is O(C2). However, one of the debatable points of MST is the
addition of external concepts (not belonging to CL). This contradict the purpose for
connecting CL, as we are seeking to connect CL with the minimum number of external
concepts. As increasing the number of external concepts leads to increasing the load of
learning their relations. An example of this can be found on the graph shown in Figure 2.2,
CL = {A, C, E, D}. The MST’s cost for the graph is 13 as shown in Figure 2.2. (a). It can
be seen that there is an external concept B.
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Suppose that there is a traffic Tr between ci and cj, where the traffic refers to the
amount of comprehension between the two concepts. The purpose of Steiner tree now is to
decrease the traffic among CL. In this case, the Steiner tree is called a Traffic Steiner Tree
(TST). Its cost is calculated by ∑ (Trij . wij), where i, j ϵ C, i≠j. The algorithm complexity
is O(C2). Now suppose that the traffic Trij=1 and TrEA= 100. Thus, the TST for the graph
is 1006 as shown in Figure 2.2. (b). Again, we see the external concept B appears in TST.
None of the mentioned Steiner Tree versions could work well here, as a more fitting
tree for connecting CL should have no or the minimum number of external concepts. A
version of Steiner Tree called Terminal to Terminal Steiner Tree (TTST) finds knowledge
with the minimum associations among the prose concepts CL using no or the minimum
number of external concepts. An example of this type of Steiner tree can be seen in Figure
2.2 (c).
The algorithm in Figure 2.3 represents TTST as follows: The input of the algorithm
is a reference knowledge graph GRi and CL, where the output is GUi, which is a tree(s) from
GRi that presents the highest familiarity knowledge path(s) among CL. The search for TTST
has been implemented as a Breadth-First-Search (BFS). For each component comp in GRi,
the algorithm uses a queue data structure Queue to temporarily hold each visited concept
in GRi with its neighbors. It picks any concept from CL as the source s for initializing the
Queue. Then, it initializes the cost between s and each concept c in the comp to INFINITY
and initializes the previous concept prev of each c to -1. In the loop iteration, it dequeues
the first concept c in the queue, marks it as visited, and checks if c ∈ CL. If so, it updates
its cost to 0, adds it to M where M holds the found CL concepts and removes it from CL.
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Then, it enqueues all the neighbors ci’s of concept c if they are marked as non-visited,
assigns prev and calculates cost for each of them. If the current cost of ci is less than its
previous cost, that means a less costly knowledge path to ci is found, where less cost means
high familiarity. The ci’s prev and cost are updated to the new lesser values and the process
is repeated till the queue is emptied. If all comp are checked, getPaths constructs the TTST
from M and prev. The returned TTST are represented in GUi.
Def Terminal to Terminal Steiner Tree ( ):
Input: GRi, CL
Output: TTST
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

//initialization
for each comp in GRi:
if CL ≠ ɸ :
for each concept c in comp
prev[c]=-1
cost[c]=INFINITY
Visited[c]=False
Queue=ɸ
s= pick any member from CL
enqueue(Queue,s)
While Queue ≠ ɸ:
c= dequeue(Queue)
Visited[c]=True
if c in CL:
cost[c]= 0
add c to M
remove c from CL
for each neighbor ci of c:
if ci not in Queue and Visited[ci]==False:
enqueue(Queue,ci)
alt= cost[c]+ aci,c
if alt < cost[ci]
prev[ci]=c
// a less cost knowledge path to ci has been found
cost[ci]=alt
TTST = getPaths(M[ ], prev[ ])
return TTST

Figure 2.3. Terminal to Terminal Steiner Tree algorithm.
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To extract the TTST, the algorithm scans GRi until all of the concepts in CL are
visited. In a worst case scenario, the entire GRi must be scanned. This means that all of the
concepts will then be pushed in the queue and each outgoing edge is scanned once. Thus,
the time complexity of the algorithm is O(C+E).
In the initialization line 2 to line 7, each concept is scanned exactly once which
takes O(1) time, so the total devoted for initializing the whole concept is O(C). The outer
loop in line 11 dequeues each concept just once which takes O(1) for each concept and
totals O(C) for dequeuing the whole concepts. Meanwhile, the inner-loop in line 18
enqueues each edge from each concept just once which takes O(E) for scanning the whole
edges. Thus, the total running time of TTST is O(C + E). Consider the reference knowledge
graph GRi shown in Figure 2.4 and CL = {c1, c7, c8}. The TTST returned by algorithm is
{[c1,c3,c6,c7,c8]}.

Figure 2.4. Example of a Terminal to Terminal Steiner Tree.
The new knowledge associations found using the external reference text need to be
assimilated by connecting them to the current comprehend one. So, the knowledge graph
is merged with GUi and generates Gtemp which represents the current state of comprehension
after reading RTXi.
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2.2.2 Extracting knowledge from an Ontology Engine
Using an ontology engine is considered a useful source for finding knowledge
associations between two concepts. The OE-Knowledge-Paths function KPOE is utilized to
provide knowledge about the ontology engine associations between each pair of concepts.
This helps in the addition of new types of knowledge that contribute to increasing
knowledge and enhancing prose comprehension.
Given a pair of concepts s and t, the OE-Knowledge-Path is a sequence of edges
that connects a concept s with a concept t in a preserved sense, where both s and t ∈ Gtemp.
Each edge in the sequence represents the relation between its ends, where the relation is
one of R relation types which are (synonym, hyponym, hypernym, meronym, and holonym).
The algorithm in Figure 2.5 searches for OE-Knowledge-Paths of length less than or equal
to α connecting each pair of concepts s and t, where s and t are respectively the first and
last concepts in the path if found using an Ontology Engine OE. Its input is s, t where s, t
∈ Gtemp, R is a dictionary of all relations between concepts in the Ontology Engine OE, and
relationalGraph is a dictionary used to hold concepts that have any type of relations from
R with the last node of the current path. The search for an OE-Knowledge-Path has been
implemented as a Breadth-First-Search (BFS). The algorithm searches for and within all
senses of s. For each sense, it searches for OE-Knowledge-Paths from s concept to t concept
by searching the neighbors of s that have any type of relations from R and have the same
sense of t. Then, it searches the neighbors of the neighbors, and so on until it reaches t. The
algorithm does not return the shortest path between the pair of concepts as the knowledge
path, because it could be a path with concepts that require the use of multiple senses.
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Def discover knowledge-paths ( ):
s, t, R, α
Input:
Output: OE-Knowledge-Paths between s and t
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

PathQ=[ ]
Kapths=[ ]
// push the first path into PathQ
PathQ.append([s])
for sen in s.sense( ):
while PathQ:
// get the first path from the PathQ
NodeQ = PathQ.pop(0)
// get the last node from NodeQ
node= NodeQ[-1]
// path found
if node == t:
Kapths.append(NodeQ)
return Kpaths
else:
If len(NodeQ) <= α:
sl= list( )
for key, value in R.iteritems( ):
re= value
// get all concepts have relations from R with node and have the same
sense of node
x= re (node, sen, key)
sl=sl+x
relationalGraph[node] = sl
// enumerate all adjacent nodes, construct a new path and push into the
queue
for adjacent in relationalGraph.get(node,[ ]):
new_path=list(NodeQ)
new_path.append (adjacent)
if len(new_path) < α:
PathQ.append(adjacent)
else:
break
if !(Kpaths):
return ‘Not found’
Figure 2.5. Discovering OE- Knowledge-Paths algorithm.
The algorithm uses two queue data structures: NodeQ and PathQ. The NodeQ saves

the current path that has the concept to explore the next one. The PathQ holds the created
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paths until now. The algorithm starts with s as the current path, while a loop iterates through
the paths in PathQ searching for an OE-Knowledge-Path connecting s and t. In each loop
iteration, it dequeues the first path in PathQ and signs it in NodeQ. It then checks if the last
concept in NodeQ matches t. If so, it saves the OE-Knowledge-Path in Kpaths. If not, it
checks if the length of the NodeQ is less than α. If it is, for the sense of the last concept in
NodeQ, the function gets all of the concepts that have one of the relation types from R, with
the last concept in NodeQ and adds them to relationalGraph. A number of paths are created
between each concept in the relationalGraph and the current path. The new created paths
are then saved in PathQ. If all paths in PathQ are checked and Kpaths does not exist, the
function returns ‘Not found’. The algorithm is performed between each pair of concepts s
and t, s, t ∈ Gtemp. The returned paths hold in Kpaths between each pair of concepts are
added to GWi. Let us consider s= “country‟ and t =‟group‟, α = 4, and the following path
is the OE-Knowledge-Path returned by the algorithm country (hyponym) people
(hyponym) group. Figure 2.6 illustrates the process of discovering the OE-KnowledgePath between the two concepts “country‟ and “group‟.
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Figure 2.6. Example of an OE-Knowledge-Path.
The new knowledge associations found using the ontology engine are need to be
assimilated by connecting them to the current comprehended knowledge. So, Gtemp is
merged with GWi to generate IKGi which represents the current state of comprehension after
reading RTXi and the ontology engine.
The Knowledge Induction Process performs the following steps to generate the
Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKG. The sequence of the steps is presented in Figure 2.7.
1. The process uses the Syntactical Explicit Graph generator function KG to
convert the given prose LTX to a prose knowledge graph GLTX (Gi=0)
representing the syntactical association between each pair of CL concepts in
LTX.
2. The process uses the same function Syntactical Explicit Graph generator
function KG to convert the reference text RTXi to a reference knowledge
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graph GRi representing the syntactical association between each pair of noun
concepts in RTXi.
3. From RTXi, the process uses Terminal to Terminal Steiner Tree function
(TTST) to extract the highest familiarity meaningful knowledge paths that
connect the prose concepts CL. The extracted path(s) is called Terminal to
Terminal Steiner tree(s) TTST and it is represented in a graph GUi.
4. The process merges G0 and GUi graphs in a Gtemp graph that represents the
current assimilated knowledge among the learnable prose concepts CL.
5. For each pair of concepts in Gtemp, the model uses the OE-Knowledge-Paths
function KPOE to find an ontology engine path(s) connecting each pair of
concepts. The found paths are represented in a graph GWi.
6. The process merges Gtemp and GWi in the Illuminated Knowledge Graph
IKGi. that represents the current assimilated knowledge among the prose
concepts CL.
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Figure 2.7. Comprehension Engine.
The process performs steps 2-6 each time it reads a new reference text RTXi, where
G0 is replaced by IKGi in step 4.
An example showing the impact of using reference texts and an ontology engine
for adding knowledge associations among the prose concepts is a prose LTX about the
chemical compound ‘Ethane’. Here, CL has six learnable concepts ethane, hydrocarbon,
hydrogen, carbon, carbon-carbon and carbonization and we need to find knowledge
associations connect all the concepts in CL using external consultations. Figure 2.8 explains
the process of finding knowledge associations connecting CL concepts using reference texts
and an ontology engine.
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Figure 2.8. The process of connecting the prose concepts CL using reference texts and
ontology engine. (a) a set of prose concepts CL. (b) Knowledge path K from the prose
LTX. (c) Knowledge path K using RTX1. (d) Knowledge path K using Ontology
Engine OE. (e) Knowledge path K using RTX2. (f) Knowledge path K using RTX3.
2.3

Summary
The Chapter presented the details about the Knowledge Induction Process. The

process is designed to substitute the lack of knowledge in a prose text by augmenting the
highest familiarity knowledge associations among the prose concepts by using incremental
external knowledge sources. It began by presenting the main definitions used by the
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process. Next, it explained the two fundamental techniques used by the process. The
concept representation generation technique explains the computational representation
model that the process used to represent knowledge. The reference consultation technique
utilizes a set of algorithms to augment knowledge from reference texts and an ontology
engine. Lastly, it concluded the steps used by both techniques to achieve the Knowledge
Induction Process task.

Knowledge Distillation Process of Prose Comprehension
This chapter describes and defines in detail the steps in Knowledge Distillation
Process.
The incremental use of external knowledge sources (reference texts and an ontology
engine) for finding knowledge associations among prose concepts to enhance the prose
comprehension results in adding external concepts to the prose concepts and knowledge
associations among the whole set of concepts. This could result in ‘too much knowledge’.
However, It is generally believed that human brains are not efficiently designed to
assimilate ‘too much knowledge’ and only limited amounts of such knowledge can be
acquired and retained (Johnson, 1980; Moseley, 2005; Patzer, 2012, 2006). For example,
cognitive economics explain the fact that “People are flooded by information which must
somehow be reduced and simplified to allow efficient processing and to avoid and
otherwise overwhelming overload” (Mischel, 1979). Besides, ‘too much knowledge’ could
involve familiar/unfamiliar, easy/complex, and/or repeated information which is likely to
be misleading, and causes mess in comprehending the prose (Draper, Brown, Henderson,
& McAteer, 1996). Concerning the grip of unmediated knowledge, Ball suggests “we have
too much knowledge and not enough understanding” (Ball, 1998, p. 78). Thus, the
Knowledge Distillation Process is proposed to grade the augmented knowledge, select the
most familiar, easiest-to-understand knowledge associations that can be useful for
30
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comprehending the relation between each pair of the prose concepts and present them to
the reader as an enhanced text. Suppose a reader is given a prose and is asked to
comprehended it. We assume the concepts are known and we focus on understanding the
knowledge associations between each pair of concepts in the prose. In the simplest case, a
sentence or a sequence set of sentences explains the knowledge associations between a pair
of concepts. However, it becomes more difficult when there are multiple sets of sentences
representing knowledge associations between the pair of concepts. Although the latter case
could help in increasing the understanding and enhancing the comprehension of the
association between the two concepts, it could confuse the reader rather than make the
meaning clear. Consider the knowledge graph shown in Figure 3.1. Here, the simple case
is shown in (a) where there is only one knowledge path representing the relation between
concept a and concept e, while in (b), multiple knowledge paths exist between the pair:
abce, ade, afge, afije, and ahije. The question now is which knowledge path will serve as
the best aid when comprehending the relation between a and e?

Figure 3.1. Examples of different types of paths between two concepts.
It is possible that multiple Knowledge Paths K could exist between a pair of
concepts containing both familiar and unfamiliar knowledge. While familiar knowledge is
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represented in sentences consist of familiar words that are easy to understand, unfamiliar
knowledge represented in sentences consist of unfamiliar words that can become obstacles
to comprehension. To better illustrate this idea, the knowledge graph in Figure 3.2 shows
two knowledge paths connecting ethane and carbon-carbon concepts; [Ethane] barrier to
rotation about the [carbon-carbon] bond and [Ethane] is the simplest [hydrocarbon]
contains a single [carbon-carbon], which of them is considered the better option for
comprehending the relationship between ethane and carbon-carbon. As is evident, the
former knowledge path involves unfamiliar words that make the relation between the
ethane and carbon-carbon hard to understand, while the latter knowledge path involves
easy and familiar words that make the relation between the two concepts easier to
understand. For that reason, finding a familiar knowledge path can help to better understand
the relation between a pair of concepts among set of knowledge paths to enhance the prose
comprehension.

Figure 3.2. An Example of multiple knowledge paths between ethane and carboncarbon.
The simpler knowledge path is an example of what is known as an “Alpha
Knowledge Pathway” K’. It is defined as the best knowledge subgraph that represents the
relation between a single source concept ci and a single destination concept cj where each
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word in the path is familiar and easy to understand. This pathway helps to best understand
the relation between ci and cj, where ci and cj ∈ the list of the prose concepts CL. In some
cases, the “Alpha Knowledge Pathway” K’ could be a single knowledge path
comprehending the relation between two concepts.
All of the “Alpha Knowledge Pathway” Ks’ between each pair of concepts in the
list of prose concepts CL are combined to form a Skimmed Illuminated Knowledge Graph
SIKG, which is defined as an abstract graph from the Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKG
that only contains the Alpha Knowledge Pathway K’ between each pair of concepts in prose
LTX and belongs to CL.
Formally the second part of the problem is presented as the following:
Given: a weighted directed Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKG, concept s and
concept t, s and t ∈ CL. Find: (1) a connected Alpha Label graph g representing all the
relations between s and t that maximize a “goodness” function. The connected Alpha Label
graph g problem has two sub-problems: What is the appropriate “goodness” function that
corresponds to good comprehension between the two concepts? and How to compute it?
(2) an “Alpha Knowledge Pathway” K’ from g that achieves the highest “goodness” (i.e.
best knowledge subgraph to help in comprehending the relation between s and t).
3.1

Goodness Paths(s) notion
It would be relevant to discuss the notion of the “goodness” path(s) and its

relationship to the comprehension. The notion of the “goodness” path(s) extracted from
large graphs has been frequently addressed (Rodrigues Jr et al., 2013; Ramakrishnan,
Milnor, Perry, & Sheth, 2005; Faloutsos, McCurley, & Tomkins, 2004; Tong & Faloutsos,
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2006; Koren, North, & Volinsky, 2006; Kasneci, Elbassuoni, & Weikum, 2009; Fang,
Sarma, Yu, & Bohannon, 2011). Interestingly, the answer is non-trivial. One would think
that the most obvious measures for choosing a good path between two concepts are the
shortest-hubs path measurements. However, this is not always true. An example of this can
be seen in the knowledge graph in Figure 3.3 (a). Here, it shows two knowledge paths
between ethane and carbon-carbon. [Ethane] barrier to rotation about the [carboncarbon] bond has length 1 and [Ethane] is the simplest [hydrocarbon] contains a single
[carbon-carbon] has length 2. However, the former knowledge path is shorter, but its
words do not look familiar. The latter knowledge path is longer but easier to understand.
So, in this case, the “Alpha Knowledge Pathway” could not be captured by the traditional
shortest-hubs path.
In attempt to refine this paradox one may suggest that we need to identify a form
that shows the closeness of the edge sets in the path rather than the length. A graph theoretic
analogy will determine a path that would provide maximum flow in terms of some assigned
closeness value assigned to the edges through the path. Normally this will mean making an
estimation of the narrowest edges’ capacity that makes the path. This approach can solve
the problem with the previous case. However, it has its own limitations. An example of the
drawbacks can be seen in Figure 3.3 (b), where in the paths Ethane-petroleum-crude-fossil
fuel and ethane-hydrocarbon- fuel, both knowledge paths carry maximum flow of 1 even
though one is shorter than the other. So, it is apparent that the measurement is also
inadequate on its own in finding the “Alpha Knowledge Pathway” K’ between two
concepts.
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Figure 3.3. Two simple graphs where both (a) shortest-hubs path and (b) network
flow fail for discovering “Alpha Knowledge Pathway” between two concepts”.
It is possible to design a goodness function that can combine the essence of both
measurements. For that, we resort to an innovative electrical circuit theoretic concept
recently introduced by Faloutsos (Faloutsos et al., 2004). While studying social closeness
in a social network graph, Faloutsos and his associates found (Faloutsos et al., 2004) that
both measurements fail to capture their preferred characteristics for selecting a good path
in the social network. They investigated a new measure based on calculating the maximum
delivered current flow for finding a good path in a social network. They applied their
technique on a graph where the nodes represent famous people and the edges among the
nodes represent the strength of acquaintance among them, where the strengths values
representing the edges weights were delivered from the co-occurrences of the people’s
names in web pages.
3.2

Equivalent Electrical Circuit (EEC)
Several relevant techniques exist that can be used for finding the Alpha Knowledge

Pathway K’ comprehending the relation between two concepts. Each of them is affected
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by some measurements that can affect finding the right Alpha Knowledge Pathway K’. This
section will discuss each technique, showing how each can affect finding the right Alpha
Knowledge Pathway K’.
Effective Resistance (ER) models an Alpha Label graph g of all the knowledge
paths between a source concept ci and a destination concept cj as an equivalent electric
circuit (EEC). It treats the edges as resistors with resistance equal to the inverse of the edge
weight, applying +1 voltage to ci and 0 voltage to cj, and solving a system of linear
equations to estimate the voltages and the currents of the equivalent electric circuit.
Faloutsos and his associates (Faloutsos et al., 2004) considered the same method 1 as a
goodness function in their connecting paths study to calculate the maximum delivered
current flow to find a good path between two query nodes.
One of the appealing properties of the EEC is that it distinguishes between long
paths and short paths between the query nodes. An example is the electrical circuit in Figure
3.4 (a), connecting concept s1 with concept t1. Here, it is shown that the length of the top
path is shorter than the bottom path. A short path in EEC means it has fewer resistors
carrying a lower resistance than a long path. For the purposes of this thesis, resistance refers
to the inverse of the edge weight; low resistance means that the path representing the
relation between s1 and t1 involves familiar and easy to understand words that help in
comprehending the relation between s1 and t1. The bottom path, however, has more

1. Faloutsos uses the term Effective Conductance EC.
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resistors carrying higher resistance. Higher resistance refers to the high weight of the edges,
meaning that the words of the path are unfamiliar and more difficult to understand. Thus,
in Figure 3.4 (a), the top EEC (s1, t1) is better than the bottom EEC (s1, t1).

Figure 3.4. Equivalent Electrical circuits EEC graphs.
EEC also has a monotonicity property (Doyle & Snell, 1984) that states adding a
new resistor between two concepts in a path. This can be done in series or in parallel.
Consider the top equivalent electrical circuit graph shown in Figure 3.4 (b). Adding a new
resistor in the series as shown in the middle graph of Figure 3.4 (b) means increasing the
resistance, while adding a new resistor in parallel as shown in the bottom graph in Figure
3.4 (b) means decreasing the resistance. As was mentioned earlier, low resistance
represents the relation between a pair of concepts that is easy to understand and helps in
comprehending the relation between them. In other words, the existence of multiple edges
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between two query nodes in a graph means that there are multiple sentences illuminating
the relationship between the two concepts, thus enhancing comprehension of the relation
between them. Referring to Figure 3.4 (b), this implies that the bottom EEC (s2, t2) is better
than the middle EEC (s2, t2).
Another important property of using EEC appears in the case of a high degree
concept that has edges to concepts of degree 1 (dead-end extension). As shown in Figure
3.4 (c), emanating from concept a3 to concept b1, ……b6 have no impact on the equivalent
electrical circuit graph representing the relation between concept s3 and concept t3, and no
impact in comprehending the relationship between them.
Another potential measure for discovering a good path between a pair of concepts
which is escape probability, used in Random Walk (RW) (Koren et al., 2006). RW is a
stochastic process on a graph. Given a graph, a source concept s, and a destination concept
t; RW selects a neighbor of concept s at random and goes there, then continuing the random
walk from the newly chosen concept until it reaches t. In RW, the probability of transition
from concept i to concept j is
pij =

wi,j
di

where w is the weight of the edge between ci and cj, and d is the degree of ci. Thus, for a
given path P= v1-v2-…. -vr, the probability that a RW of P starts at v1 and reaches vr can
be expressed as:
Prob (P)= Πr-1
ⅈ=1

wvi,vi+1
dvi
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Figure 3.5. Pathological Cases in Random Walk Interpretation.
The weight of the path 𝑃 can be defined as:
Wgt (P)= dvi . Prob (P)
G = (V, E) is a weighted knowledge graph, where V is a set of vertices and E is a
set of edges. In this context, the vertices denote to the concepts, each edge denoting to the
sentential relation (sentence connecting two concepts) and each edge weight referring to
the familiarity of the sentential relation between the two concepts.
Using RW for finding a good path between two concepts can be affected by the
length of the path. The escape probability could be increased falsely if long paths must be
followed, because when tracking a long path from a source concept s to a destination
concept t, there is a chance in the random walk to backtrack and visit the same concepts
many times as shown in Figure 3.5 (a). This can result in an overload of repeated
information.
Moreover, the top path in figure 3.5 (b) adds a new edge in a path from concept s
to concept t (monotonicity) in series. This contributes to an escape from s5 to t5, falsely
increasing the escape property (similar to the long path case) while adding a new edge
from s5 to t5 in parallel as a path, this leads to increasing the escape property in a correct
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manner as shown in the bottom path in Figure 3.5 (b), which results in finding new
knowledge between s5 and t5.
Furthermore, any walk through dead end extensions (node of degree 1) may not
lead anywhere and will backtrack. This means that the random walk can make unlimited
attempts to reach from concept s6 to concept t6 as shown in Figure 3.5 (c), also falsely
increasing the escape probability to create an overload of no leading information.
For that, we are largely inspired by the ER measurement as it meets the desirable
properties for measuring the “goodness function” in finding a connected path helps in
comprehension the relation between two concepts. Where long or short paths, series or
parallel paths, and/or dead-end extensions will not affect the flow of the current among the
knowledge graph vertices thus the flow of the knowledge between the concepts in the
knowledge graph.
3.3

Goodness Function Measurement
Before starting the Knowledge Distillation Process, a goodness function should be

determined to select the Alpha Knowledge Pathway K’ that best aids in comprehension of
the relation between two concepts. Since most of the work for finding a good path between
two concepts is based on the closeness of concepts (which has limitations) such as RW, the
proposed goodness function is inspired by the ER measurement that most closely meets
the properties needed for measuring the “goodness function”.
Here, G = (V, E) stands for an equivalent electrical circuit consisting of vertices V
and a set of edges/resistors E. In this context, the vertices represent the concepts, each
edge/resistor represents a sentential relation (sentence connecting two concepts) with
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resistance equal to the inverse of the edge weight. The goodness function is defined by the
highest delivered current flow carried between two vertices s and t, where the highest
delivered current flow refers to the highest flow of knowledge familiarity. This represents
the flow of comprehensibility between the two concepts.
Using Ohm’s law and Kirchhoff’s current law, a set of linear equations is created
to estimate the voltages and the currents of the equivalent electrical circuit. Therefore, the
delivered current flow for each path between a source concept and a destination concept is
found. The path that has the highest delivered current flow is chosen to be the best path to
represent the relation between the two given concepts.
3.4

Grading Process
Given an Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKG and a list of concepts CL= {ci, …..,

cn} in prose LTX. The grading process performs the following steps for each pair of
concepts ci and cj in CL, i ≠j to generate a Skimmed Illuminated Knowledge Graph SIKG,
SIKG ⸦ IKG, where SIKG joins all the “Alpha Knowledge Pathway” K’ among each pair
of concepts in CL. The sequence of the Knowledge Distillation Process is shown in Figure
3.6.
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Figure 3.6. Comprehension Engine.
3.4.1 Alpha Label graph extraction
To find the Alpha Knowledge Pathway K’ comprehending the relationships
between two concepts, there should be an evaluation for each knowledge path connecting
them. Thus, all the augmented knowledge paths between the two concepts is extracted in
preparation for grading each of them. All of the extracted knowledge paths comprehending
the relationships between the two concepts are represented in an Alpha Label graph g.
To extract the Alpha Label graph g for each pair of concepts in the list of prose
concepts CL, the Algorithm given in Figure 3.7 is performed. Here, the input of the
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algorithm is the Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKG and a pair of concepts in CL, where the
output is a path or a set of paths representing all the knowledge paths K between the pair
of concepts. The returned knowledge paths K are represented in the Alpha Label graph g.
The algorithm starts by initializing the path from start to end concepts with start as
the first concept in the path. The if statement checks if the concept does not have an
outgoing edge, and if so it returns nothing. The loop in line 7 searches for a connected
concept with start; if the connected concept is not in the path, the algorithm calls itself with
an update in the arguments where start will be updated to the new traversed concept. The
path in line 1 is also updated to the new created path and so on until the end concept is
reached. If a path between start and end concepts is discovered, the discovered newpath is
appended to paths and so on. All the returned paths are represented in an Alpha Label graph
g.
Def find_all_paths( ):
IKG, start, end
Input:
Output: Alpha Label graph g
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

path = path + [start]
if start == end:
return [path]
if not graph.has_key(start):
return None
paths=[]
for node in graph[start]:
if node not in path:
newpath = find_all_paths(graph, node, end, path)
if newpath:
paths.append(newpath)
return paths
Figure 3.7. Alpha Label graph g extraction Algorithm.
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3.4.2 Current Calculation
Each extracted knowledge path consists of a sentence or sequence of sentences
comprehending the relation between two concepts. Each sentence presents a piece of
knowledge. An example of a knowledge path K is s-a1-a2-t, as shown in Figure 3.8. Here,
it consists of three sentences (sentence1, sentence2, and sentence3) representing three
pieces of knowledge; sentence1 comprehending the relation between s and a1; sentence2
comprehending the relation between a1 and a2; and sentence3 comprehending the relation
between a2 and t. The amount of comprehension in each piece should be graded in order
to grade the knowledge path. This can be achieved by calculating the current for each edge
in the knowledge path.

Figure 3.8. An example of a knowledge path.
To calculate the current for each edge in Alpha Label graph g, given a weighted
directed graph g = (C, E), where C is a set of concepts and E is a set of edges representing
the sentential relations between each pair of concepts. Here, g is interpreted as an
equivalent electrical circuit of vertices and edges. R denotes the resistance of the edge e
and each edge e represents a resistor with a resistance e ϵ E. Ω denotes to the inverse of R.
Suppose that the start concept s in g carries a voltage +1 and the end concept t carries a
voltage 0. Vi denotes the voltage of vertex ci and Ii,j denotes the current flow between each
two concepts in g.
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Ohm’s Law
To grade the comprehension amount of each piece of knowledge, Ohm’s law can
be applied to calculate the current between each two concepts in g:
∀ i, j: I , = V - V /R ,

(3.1)

Kirchhoff’s current law
∀i, j ≠ s, t : ∑ I(i, j) = 0

(3.2)

The voltage at each concept of the circuit except the source and destination is
calculated by combining Ohm’s law and Kirchhoff’s current law.
V =∑ V R /R , ∀i≠s,t

(3.3)

Here, R =∑ R , is the total resistance of the edges incident from concept ci , 𝑉 =1,
and 𝑉 =0. All of the current and the voltage equations are determined as a solution the
linear equations.
To find the voltages of the concepts, the equations are expressed in a matrix form
AX=B, where A is m-by-m matrix, m represents the number of ci concepts that are required
to calculate their voltages, which are the number of all concepts in the graph except the
source and destination concepts. Each row i in A represents a concept ci and each cell ai,j
in i represents the weight of the edge incident from concept ci to concept 𝑐 , i≠j. ai,j is the
total weight of the edges incident from concept ci in the case of i=j. B is a vector, where
each bi represents the weight of the edge between ci and cj multiplied by the voltage of cj,
where cj is the source or the destination concept. Then the voltages of the ci concepts are
given by X=A-1 B, where 𝐴

is the inverse of A.
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Figure 3.9. Example showing resistance, voltage, and current in three different
Alpha Label graphs g.

Figure 3.10. Example showing the “Alpha Knowledge Pathway” K’ in the three
Alpha Label graphs g in Figure 3.9.
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Consider the Alpha Label graph g shown in Figure 3.9 (a), where 𝑉 =1, 𝑉 =0.
Equation 3.3 is applied to calculate the voltage of the three concepts 𝑉 , 𝑉 , and 𝑉 as the
following:
(Va . Rb )
(V . Rb )
(V . Rb )
+
+
Ra,b
R ,c
Rb,d

Vb =

(( ∗ .

Vb =

)

(Vc ∗ . )

(3.4)

(Vd ∗ . ))

(3.4.1)

.

1.35Vb = 0.25 + 0.5Vc + 0.6Vd

Vc =

(Va . R )
(V . Rc )
(V . Rc )
+
+
Ra,c
R ,c
Rc,d

Vc =

+

(3.4.2)

(V . Rc )
Rc,e

((1*0.1) + (Vb * 0.5) + (Vd * 0.2) + (Ve * 0.3))
1.1

1.1Vc = 0.1 + 0.5Vb + 0.2Vd + 0.3Ve

Vd =

(Vb . R )

Vd =

Rb.d

+

(V . Rd )
R ,

+

(V . Rd )
Re,d

((Vb *0.6) + (Vc * 0.2) + (0 * 0.9))
1.7

1.7Vd = 0.6Vb + 0.2Vc + 0

(3.5)
(3.5.1)
(3.5.2)

(3.6)
(3.6.1)
(3.6.2)

After arranging the three linear equations, the resultant equations for b, c, and d
respectively are:
1.35Vb + -0.5Vc + -0.6Vd = 0.25
0.5Vb + -1.1Vc + 0.2Vd = -0.1
0.6Vb + 0.2Vc + -1.7Vd = 0

(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)

To find the voltage of the concepts, the linear equations are expressed in a matrix form:
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1.35 -0.5 -0.6 Vb
0.25
0.5 -1.1 0.2 Vc = -0.1
0.6 0.2 -1.7 Vd
0
1.35
A= 0.5
0.6

-0.5
-1.1
0.2

(3.10)

Vb
-0.6
Vc , and
,
X=
0.2
Vd
-1.7

Vb
1.35
Vc = 0.5
Vd
0.6

-0.5 -0.6
-1.1 0.2
0.2 -1.7

Vb
0.36
Vc = 0.29
Vd
0.16

0.25
-0.1
0

0.25
B= -0.1
0

(3.10.1)

(3.10.2)

(3.10.3)

The voltage values for b, c, and d are Vb ≈ 0.36, Vc ≈ 0.29, and Vd ≈ 0.16. By
substituting in Equation 3.1, the resulting current for each edge in g is the following: Ia,b =
0.16, Ia,c = 0.07, Ib,c = 0.04, Ib,d= 0.12, Ic,d = 0.026, Ic,e = 0.09, and Id,e= 0.15. Figure 3.9 (b)
and (c) present two more examples on calculating the current between two different source
and destination concepts.
3.4.3 Skimmed Process
After grading each piece of knowledge in the Alpha Label graph g, the amount of
comprehension achieved by each knowledge path should be graded in order to find the
Alpha Knowledge Pathway K’ comprehension of the relation between the two concepts.
This can be achieved by calculating the delivered current flow for each knowledge path
and selecting the one with the highest delivered current flow as the Alpha Knowledge
Pathway K’.
Going back to Example 1, there are five knowledge paths between concept s and
concept t (a-c-e, a-b-d-e, a-c-d-e, a-b-c-e, and a-b-c-d-e), where each of them is a
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‘sentence-chain path’. To calculate the delivered current flow for the first knowledge path,
0.07 amber arrives from a to c, 0.09 amber moves from c to e (where the from c to d is
0.026 and the out from c to e is 0.09, 0.09 +0.026= 0.12, noting that (the inverse of 0.12 is
8.33), the amber going from c to e is 0.09 * 8.33 =0.75. Therefore, the total delivered
current flow of the path equals 0.07 * 0.75 =0.05. Table 3.1 shows the delivered current
flow for all the knowledge paths between the starting and ending concepts in Figure 3.9 (a,
b, and c). Based on the consideration that the Alpha Knowledge Pathway K’ is a single
knowledge path, along with the results shown in Table 3.1 (a), it is observed that a-b-d-e
has the highest delivered current flow. Consequently, it is chosen as the “Alpha Knowledge
Pathway” K’ between a and e.
Table 3.1. The Delivered Current for All the Knowledge Paths in Figure 3.9
(a)
K
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

a-c-e
a-b-d-e
a-c-d-e
a-b-c-e
a-b-c-d-e

Number
of
sentence
s
2
3
3
3
4

(b)
Delivere
d
Current

K

0.05
0.12
0.02
0.04
0.01

a-b-c-d
a-b-d
a-b-c-e-d
a-c-e-d
a-c-d

Number
of
sentence
s
3
2
4
3
2

(c)
Delivere
d
Current

K

0.01
0.16
0.01
0.04
0.04

c-a-b-d-e
c-b-d-e
c-d-e
c-e
-

Number
of
sentence
s
4
3
2
1
-

Delivere
d
Current
0.02
0.17
0.13
0.3
-

Suppose that selecting the Alpha Knowledge Pathway K’ is based on sentences
budget. Given a set of knowledge paths K1, K2, K3, …. Kn, of different delivered current
flow, where n is the number of knowledge paths. Find Alpha Knowledge Pathway K’ based
on budget u. In this case, Bin packing algorithm – First Fit Decreasing can solve this
problem. Back to Example 1, when sorting the knowledge paths in descending order as
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shown in Table 3.2, if the budget of the Alpha Knowledge Pathway K’ is u=5 sentences,
then the Alpha Knowledge Pathway K’ is the union of Knowledge Path 1 and 2 as shown
in Figure 3.11 (a). If the budget of the Alpha Knowledge Pathway K’ is u=6 sentences, the
Alpha Knowledge Pathway K’ is the union of Knowledge Paths 1, 2, and 3 as shown in
Figure 3.11 (b).
Table 3.2. The Delivered Current for All the Knowledge Paths in Figure 3.8 sorting
in descending order
Number
Delivered
of
Current
sentences
a-b-d-e
3
0.12
a-c-e
2
0.05
a-b-c-e
3
0.04
a-c-d-e
3
0.02
a-b-c-d-e
4
0.01
K

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Figure 3.11. Example showing the “Alpha Knowledge Pathway” K’ in Example 1
based on sentences budget.
3.4.4 Skimmed Illuminated Knowledge Graph SIKG generator
After the Alpha Knowledge Pathway K’ between each pair of concepts is selected,
there is a need to collect all of the selected Alpha Knowledge Pathway K’s in order to
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present their sentences to the reader as an enhanced text. This can be done by joining all of
the Alpha Knowledge Pathway K’s in a Skimmed Illuminated Knowledge Graph SIKG.
We initialize the Skimmed Illuminated Knowledge Graph SIKG to be empty. Then,
the “Alpha Knowledge Pathway” K’ between each pair of concepts from the list of prose
concepts CL is added to it. For example, after adding all of the “Alpha Knowledge Pathway”
K’s in Figure 3.10, SIKG is shown in Figure 3.12. By using the sentetest text generator
ST( ), the enhanced text is derived from SIKG and presented to the reader to increase
knowledge and enhance the comprehension. Presenting the sentences of the enhanced text
“pre-order” according to the notion of traversing a tree.

Figure 3.12. Skimmed Illuminated Knowledge Graph SIKG of Figure 3.10.
3.5

Summary
The Chapter presented the details of the Knowledge Distillation Process. The

process is designed to solve the problem that may be caused by the overabundance of
knowledge resulting from the Knowledge Induction Process. The process is based on
grading all of the augmented knowledge between each pair of concepts resulted from the
Knowledge Induction Process, and selecting the most familiar, easiest-to-understand
knowledge ‘Alpha Knowledge Pathway’ K’ that helps in comprehending the relation
between the pair and presenting all the selected knowledge between each pair of concepts
in an enhanced text. The chapter started by discussing the notion of the ‘goodness’ paths
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from the measurements of a shortest-hubs path, a network flow, and the combination
between them by using an equivalent electrical circuit. Next, it explained the grading
process steps to grade each piece of knowledge between each pair of concepts, the skimmed
process that selects the Alpha Knowledge Pathway between each pair. Then, it showed
how all of the Alpha Knowledge Pathways are joined in a Skimmed Illuminated
Knowledge graph to derive the enhanced text that is presented to the reader to enhance
prose comprehension.
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Computational Model Evaluation, Experiments and Results
This chapter illustrates the details of the used computational evaluation model to
assess the efficiency of the comprehension gained from the comprehension engine in both
the Knowledge Induction Process (the Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKG) and the
Knowledge Distillation Process (the Skimmed Illuminated Knowledge Graph SIKG). Next,
both the design of the experiment and the content material are presented. Finally, the
analysis of the results of each process is shown.
4.1

Comprehension Model Evaluation
To evaluate the proposed comprehension engine, there is a need for a computational

evaluation model to measure the quantitative insight of the acquired knowledge, along with
the learning process of prose comprehension obtained by the comprehension engine.
Knowledge measurement is a difficult area still requiring significant exploration. “The
fluid and intangible nature of knowledge makes its measurement an enormously complex
and daunting task” (Mohamed A.F. Ragab & Amr Arisha, 2013) (Kankanhalli & Tan,
2008). Despite the amount of work done in the area of measurements, there is no clear
answer about how to measure knowledge and the area is still very open. The acquired
knowledge was assessed using: quantitative estimation, organization estimation, and
comprehension efficiency.
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4.1.1

Information content
The amount of acquired knowledge influences comprehension, where the more

acquired knowledge in the Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKG or the Skimmed Illuminated
Knowledge Graph SIKG compares with the prose knowledge graph G0 expects to better
enhance comprehension. This can be calculated by measuring the size of the obtained
knowledge graph. The size of the graph is measured by the whole number of concepts C
and the sentential relations E among them, where the concepts belong to three different
sources prose LTX, reference text RTX, and Ontology Engine OE. In the Knowledge
Induction Process, the knowledge graph transforms from (G0, IKG1, IKG2…..., IKGfinal),
where each IKGi represents an Illuminated Knowledge Graph after reading a new RTXi,
and IKGfinal represents the Illuminated Knowledge Graph after reading all of the RTXi.
Therefore, the size of IKG is increased and knowledge is grown/overloaded respectively.
For the Knowledge Distillation Process, however, SIKG is generated after joining the
Alpha Knowledge Pathway of each pair of concepts belonging to the list of the prose
concepts CL. Similarly, the size of SIKG is increased and knowledge is grown/overload
compared to the size of G0. The knowledge growth rate 𝜆 can be calculated by Equation
4.1:
λ =

| |
|

|

(4.1)

For the Knowledge Induction Process, |G| denotes to the size of the Illuminated
Knowledge Graph IKG after reading RTXi and |G0| denotes to the size of the prose
knowledge graph. While in the Knowledge Distillation Process, |G| denotes to the size of
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the Skimmed Illuminated Knowledge Graph SIKG. Together, the knowledge overload γ
rate is also increased and it can be calculated by Equation 4.2:
γ=

|G - G0 |
|G0 |

(4.2)

Calculating the amount of rare information that can be gained from the knowledge
graph can be measured by the graph Entropy δ, where high entropy is rare information in
the knowledge graph and vice versa. According to (Shannon & Weaver, 1949), we
calculate δ using Equation 4.3:
δ= -

n
i=0

pi log(pi )

(4.3)

Where pi is the probability of the outcome of concept ci that is determined by Equation 4.4:
pi =

di
2|E|

(4.4)

di represents the sentential relations of concept ci and |E| is the number of the sentential
relations E in the knowledge graph. To obtain a measure with a [0, 1] range, δ is divided
by log(n), where n represents the number of all the concepts in the knowledge graph |C|=n.
4.1.2

Knowledge Organization
There is no doubt of the sentential relation E’s existence among concepts in the

prose that affect comprehension, where the more the sentential relations E there are among
the concepts, the more likely an understanding of the relations between them will occur.
This falls under the notion of graph organization, which can be measured by calculating
the cluster coefficient β. This offers a way to measure how strongly connected the concepts
and their neighbors are in the knowledge graph (Drieger, 2013). According to (Watts &
Strogatz, 1998), we suggest calculating β using Equation 4.5:
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β=

n

2NICi

i=0 di (di -1)

(4.5)

Where NICi is the neighbors’ interconnections coefficient of concept ci which
denotes to the number of the sentential relations between the first neighbors of concept ci
and di is the sentential relations of concept ci which counts the first neighbors of concept
ci. The closer to 1 value indicates the higher clustered graph.
Knowledge graph organization can also be calculated by measuring the knowledge
graph density ρ, which measures how the knowledge graph is to be completed and how
well the concepts within it are integrated (Al Madi & Khan, 2015). A complete knowledge
graph contains all possible sentential relations E and density equals 1. The graph density ρ
is calculated by Equation 4.6 (Coleman & Moré, 1983).
ρ=

4.1.3

| |
| |(| |

)

(4.6)

Experiment

Content Material
An experiment was conducted on three proses LTXi, and 8 concepts were selected
as the list of the prose concepts CL from each LTXi. Wordnet (Miller, 1995) is a reliable
Ontology Engine OE that has been used by many researchers in this field (Menaka &
Radha, 2013; Chen, Chen, & Sun, 2010; Kamps, Marx, Mokken, De Rijke, & others,
2004). It is a huge lexical database developed by George Miller at the Cognitive Science
Laboratory at Princeton University that is used as a dictionary of word senses and semantic
relations between words (Menaka & Radha, 2013). This experiment utilized Wordnet
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version 1.7. The reference text RTX used here is Wikipedia because it is considered one of
the largest and most popular reference of articles on the internet (Conde, Larrañaga,
Arruarte, Elorriaga, & Roth, 2016). For each RTX, there is a set of articles selected from
Wikipedia about each concept in CL. We applied the automated method used in a previous
study (Babour, Nafa, & Khan, 2015) for the selection of the Wikipedia articles. For
example, the 1st prose LTX1 is about ‘Ethane chemical compound’ selected from
Encyclopedia Britannica articles and the selected 8 concepts in its CL are [‘Ethane’,
‘hydrocarbon’, ‘hydrogen’, ‘carbon’, ‘chemical, ‘petroleum’, ‘carbonization’, ‘coal’].
Table 4.1 displays the selected LTXi, as well as the CL for each prose.
Table 4.1. List of the proses used in the experiment

1st prose LTX1
2nd prose LTX2
3rd prose LTX3

Prose Title
‘Ethane chemical
compound’ (“ethane,”
2013)
‘New Test for Zika OKed’
(Grens, 2016)
‘Anesthesia gases are
warming the planet’
(DeMarco, 2015)

List of prose concepts CL
[‘Ethane’, ‘hydrocarbon’,
‘hydrogen’, ‘carbon’, ‘chemical,
‘petroleum’, ‘carbonization’, ‘coal’]
[‘Zika’, ‘infection’, ‘dengue’,
‘chikungunya’, ‘virus’, ‘aedes’,
‘mosquito’, ‘antibody’]
[‘Anesthetic’, ‘carbon’, ‘climate’,
‘oxide’, ‘desflurane’, ‘isoflurane’,
‘sevoflurane’, ‘halothane’]

The RTXis for LTX1 are [Ethane, Hydrocarbon, Hydrogen, Carbon, Chemical
substance, Petroleum, Carbonization, Coal]. Table 4.2 shows details about each RTXi for
each LTXi. For each LTXi, the prose knowledge graph G0 represents the sentential relation
among the concepts in its CL. Then, in the Knowledge Induction Process, the system goes
through all of the RTX and creates a set of Illuminated Knowledge Graphs IKGi, where
IKGi represents the sentential relation among the concepts in CL after reading a new RTXi.
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Table 4.2. Break Down of the readable reference texts in each LTX
1st prose LTX1

2nd prose LTX2

1st reference text Ethane (“Ethane,”
2016)
RTX1

Zika fever (“Zika
fever,” 2016)

Hydrocarbon
2nd reference text
(“Hydrocarbon,”
RTX2
2016)
Hydrogen
3rd reference text
(“Hydrogen,”
RTX3
2016)

Infection
(“Infection,”
2016)
Dengue fever
(“Dengue fever,”
2016)
Chikungunya
(“Chikungunya,”
2016)

4th reference text Carbon
(“Carbon,” 2016)
RTX4
Chemical
reference text substance
(“Chemical
RTX5
substance,” 2016)
Petroleum
6th reference text
(“Petroleum,”
RTX6
2016)
Carbonization
7th reference text
(“Carbonization,”
RTX7
2016)
5th

8th reference text Coal (“Coal,”
2016)
RTX8

Virus (“Virus,”
2016)
Aedes (“Aedes,”
2016)
Mosquito
(“Mosquito,”
2016)
Antibody
(“Antibody,”
2016)

3rd prose LTX3
Anesthetic
(“Anesthetic,”
2016)
Carbon
(“Carbon,” 2016)
Climate
(“Climate,” 2016)
Oxide (“Oxide,”
2016)
Desflurane
(“Desflurane,”
2016)
Isoflurane
(“Isoflurane,”
2016)
Sevoflurane
(“Sevoflurane,”
2016)
Halothane
(“Halothane,”
2016)

Results
This section contains the analysis of information gained from both the Illuminated
Knowledge Graph IKGi of prose LTXi in the Knowledge Induction Process and from the
Skimmed Illuminated Knowledge Graph SIKG of prose LTXi in the Knowledge Distillation
Process.
For the Knowledge Induction Process, Table 4.3 shows the average time needed to
read the prose, the 8 references for each of the proses and finding the highest familiarity
sentential relations connecting the prose concepts in each reference. As seen, the average
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time needed to read each prose with its related references is in few minutes, which is
considered a short amount of time.
Table 4.3. The average time for reading the prose, the references and finding the
highest familiarity sentential relations connecting the prose concepts in each
reference in (h:m:s)
Time
1st prose LTX1

(0:04:16)

2nd prose LTX2

(0:05:18)

3rd prose LTX3

(0:02:07)

Figure 4.1 shows the number of connected concepts found in the knowledge graph’s
list of prose concepts CL before and after reading the reference texts RTXi, the x-axis refers
to the prose knowledge graph G0 and the Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKGi after reading
each reference text RTXi, and the y-axis is the number of connected concepts per each
knowledge graph. When the process reads a new RTXi, the number of the connected
concepts increased. It is observable that for LTX1, the number of the connected concepts
jumped from 2 to 7 after reading RTX1, and got as high as 8 connected concepts after
reading RTX8. For LTX2, two of the concepts are connected in the prose knowledge graph
G0, while the concepts become fully connected after reading RTX1. Meanwhile in LTX3,
the connected concepts jumped from 0 to 7 after reading RTX1 and reached up to 8
connected concepts after reading RTX3. This denotes the effectiveness of reading reference
texts for connecting the prose concepts and illuminating sentential relations among them,
thus enhancing prose comprehension.
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Figure 4.1. Prose Concepts connectivity per the knowledge graphs.
The breakdown of the total number of concepts C and the number of the sentential
relations E in the prose knowledge graph G0 and the Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKGfinal
for each prose LTXi are shown in Table 4.4, where the concepts are from the prose LTX,
reference text RTX, and/or the Ontology Engine OE. As seen, there is a great variance in
the number of concepts and the number of sentential relations between G0 and IKGfinal.
Increasing the size may be an indication to increasing the information. So, increasing the
size in IKGfinal is a good indicator to the plentiful information in the IKGfinal which will
further support in reinforcement of the prose comprehension.
Table 4.4. Break Down of the total number of sentential relation and concepts in the
three proses

Sentential relation
Number of prose LTX concepts
Number of reference text RTX concepts
Number of ontology engine OE concepts

1st prose
LTX1
G0 IKGfinal
1
168
8
8
0
12
0
63

2nd prose
3rd prose
LTX2
LTX3
G0 IKGfinal G0 IKGfinal
1
90
0
33
8
8
8
8
0
16
0
5
0
21
0
11
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Figure 4.2 displays the information growth λ per knowledge graph in each prose
LTXi, where the x-axis represents the prose knowledge graph G0 and the Illuminated
Knowledge Graph IKGi after reading each reference text RTXi, and the y-axis represents
the growth rate λ. In LTX1, the information is shown to have grown gradually after reading
reference texts RTX1 to RTX6, while no new information was added after reading RTX7.
Interestingly, it started to increase again after reading RTX8. In LTX2, the information
continued to grow gradually from reading RTX1 to RTX8. In LTX3, information increase
fluctuated; the information grew after reading RTX1, then no new information was added
after reading RTX2 to RTX4, it increased again after reading RTX5 and RTX6, then no new
information was added after reading RTX7 and RTX8. This implies that reading references
in some cases has a positive effect in increasing the knowledge while in other cases it has
no effect.

Figure 4.2. Information growth rate λ per the knowledge graphs.
The information overload rate γ in the knowledge graph is shown in Figure 4.3.
Here, the x-axis represents the prose knowledge graph G0 and the Illuminated Knowledge
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Graph IKGi after reading each reference text RTXi, and the y-axis represents the overload
rate γ. Similarly, it is clear that information overload varies from being slightly to highly
in the three proses LTX after reading new reference texts RTXi.

Figure 4.3. Information overload rate 𝜸 per the knowledge graphs.
Figure 4.4. represents the entropy δ per each knowledge graph, where the x-axis
stands for both the prose knowledge graph G0 and the Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKGi
after reading each reference text RTXi, and the y-axis is the entropy δ. It was observed that
δ in the three proses LTX began with low values, then it jumped to high values after reading
the 1st reference text RTX1. This implies that RTX1 in the three proses LTX contributed to
adding high amount of rare information. Then, in LTX1 the entropy value increased slightly
after having read RTX2 to RTX6 and RTX8. This indicates that texts RTX2 to RTX6 and
RTX8 added a low amount of rare information, while no new information was added after
reading RTX7. In LTX2, there was a little increase in entropy after reading texts RTX2 to
RTX8; thus, a low amount of rare information was added. In LTX3, there was also a slight
increase in the entropy after reading RTX2 and RTX5; a low amount of rare information
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was added here, and no new information was added after having read texts RTX3 to RTX4,
and RTX6 to RTX8. This verifies that some of the reference texts are highly effective in
adding rare information, while other texts have little to no effect.

Figure 4.4. Entropy δ per the knowledge graphs.
Additionally, Figure 4.5 represents the amount of rare information that was gained
by the contribution of the prose LTX, reference text RTX, and the ontology engine OE
concepts in the three LTXs separately. As shown in 4.5 (a), for LTX1, the entropy value of
OE concepts jumped to a higher value than that of LTX and RTX concepts after reading
texts RTX1 to RTX8. This finding denotes that the amount of rare information added by the
contribution of OE concepts was higher than the amount added by the contribution of LTX
and RTX concepts. In 4.5 (b), for LTX2, the highest entropy value of LTX, OE, and RTX
concepts varied after reading RTX1 to RTX8; this implied that the highest amount of rare
information gained by the contribution of LTX, OE, or RTX concepts was not concentrated
on the contribution of any one of them. In 4.5 (c), for LTX3, the entropy value of OE
concepts was the highest among LTX and RTX concepts after having read RTX1 to RTX8.
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This refers to amount of rare information added by the contribution of OE concepts being
higher than the amount added by the contribution of LTX and RTX concepts. This refers to
the importance of LTX, RTX, and OE concepts in adding rare information and that there is
no preference among them.

Figure 4.5. Break down of the Entropy δ per the knowledge graphs for the three
LTX.
Moreover, the clustering coefficient β observed in each knowledge graph is shown
in Figure 4.6, where the x-axis refers to the prose knowledge graph G0 and the Illuminated
Knowledge Graph IKGi after reading each reference text RTXi, and the y-axis represents
the clustering coefficient β. It is obvious that some of the graphs are highly clustered; this
implies that many of the concepts within these graphs are highly related to each other. For
LTX1, the graph tended to be highly clustered, especially after reading RTX1, RTX4, RTX5
and RTX8. In LTX2, the cluster coefficient jumped to a higher value after reading RTX2,
lowered slightly after reading RTX3, then it slightly increased after reading RTX4 to RTX8.
In LTX3, the cluster coefficient increased after reading RTX1, became steady after reading
RTX2 to RTX5, increased again after reading RTX6, then went back to being steady after
reading RTX7 and RTX8. This indicates that some of the reference texts increased
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clustering of the concepts together, indicating an enhancement of the comprehension, while
others decreased or did not affect clustering of the concepts.

Figure 4.6. Cluster Coefficient β per the knowledge graphs.
Additionally, Figure 4.7 gives us a view of the integration among the concepts
contained within each knowledge graph, where the x-axis represents the prose knowledge
graph G0 and the Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKGi after reading each reference text
RTXi, and the y-axis represents the graph density p. According to the graph, in the three
proses LTX, the p went between high and low values, indicating the variance among the
reference texts for adding sentential relations among the concepts, making them closely.
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Figure 4.7. Density ρ per the knowledge graphs.
For the Knowledge Distillation Process, Table 4.5 shows the time needed to read
the 8 references for each of the proses, finding the highest familiarity in the sentential
relations connecting the prose concepts in each reference, grading all of the knowledge
paths between each pair of concepts in the list of prose concepts CL, and selecting the Alpha
Knowledge Pathway K’ between each pair of concepts. In the experiment, Alpha
Knowledge Pathway is considered to be a single knowledge path designed to help in
comprehending the relation between pair of concepts. Therefore, the resulting Skimmed
Illuminated Knowledge Graph SIKG works as the minimal Skimmed Illuminated
Knowledge Graph.
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Table 4.5. The average time for reading the prose, the references, finding the highest
familiarity sentential relations connecting the prose concepts in each reference and
finding the Alpha Knowledge Pathway between each pair in (h:m:s)
Time
1st prose LTX1

(0:05:19)

2nd prose LTX2

(0:06:16)

3rd prose LTX3

(0:02:13)

Table 4.6 shows the breakdown of the total number of concepts C, as well as the
number of sentential relations E in the prose knowledge graph G0 and the Skimmed
Illuminated Knowledge Graph SIKG. It is observed that the knowledge graph size, which
is represented in the number of concepts and sentential relations E increased in the SIKG,
in contrast to the G0. It can be assumed that increasing the size indicates an increase of
information. Therefore, the increasing the size of SIKG would imply that SIKG has more
information than G0.
Table 4.6. Break Down of the total number of the sentential relations and concepts
in the three proses
1st prose
LTX1
G0 SIKG
1
28
Sentential relation
8
8
Number of prose LTX concepts
9
Number of reference text RTX concepts 0
2
Number of ontology engine OE concepts 0

2nd prose
LTX2
G0 SIKG
1
22
8
8
0
7
0
0

3rd prose
LTX3
G0 SIKG
0
23
8
8
0
4
0
8

The quantitative metrics for G0 and SIKG are shown in Table 4.7. From Table 4.7,
it is shown that in the three proses LTX, not all eight concepts were connected in the prose
knowledge graph G0, whereas they become fully connected in the Skimmed Illuminated
Knowledge Graph SIKG. This indicates the efficiency of the Knowledge Distillation
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Process for connecting the concepts in the list of the prose concepts CL. At the same time,
it is obvious that the information in SIKG grown and overload when compared with G0.
This verifies that SIKG contains more information than G0. Entropy in the three LTXs is
also raised, concluding that SIKG is richer with rare information than G0. As it is shown in
the graph, for LTX1 and LTX2, the rare information gained by the contribution of the LTX
concepts was the greater than the amount of information gained by the contribution of RTX
and OE concepts. In LTX3, the rare information gained by the contribution of the OE
concepts is the highest when compared with the gains of the LTX and RTX concepts.
Furthermore, the cluster coefficient also increased for SIKG in LTX1 and LTX2. One can
infer that their concepts were better organized than those in G0, while the cluster coefficient
remained 0 in LTX3, leading to the idea that there are no sentential relations among the
concepts’ respective neighbors. Furthermore, the density in SIKG increased here; this
suggests that the concepts in SIKG were closer than those in G0.
Table 4.7. Basic graph metrics analysis for the prose knowledge graph G 0 and the
Skimmed Illuminated Knowledge Graph SIKG
1st prose
LTX1
Metric
G0 SIKG
Connected concepts
2
8
Graph Growth
0
5.22
Graph Overload
0
4.22
Entropy
0.97
Entropy LTX concepts
0.67
0.33
Entropy RTX concepts
0.52
Entropy OE concepts
0.45
Cluster Coefficient
0
0.06
Graph Density
0.018 0.08

2nd prose
3rd prose
LTX2
LTX3
G0 SIKG G0 SIKG
2
8
0
8
0
4.11
0
5.38
0
3.11
0
4.36
0.97
0.98
0.78
0.53
0.33
0
0.51
0.45
0
0.58
0
0.03
0
0
0.02
0.1
0
0.06
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4.1.4

Comprehension Efficiency
To measure the efficiency of the comprehension, reachability among the prose

concepts in the knowledge graphs needs to be calculated, where reachability measures the
efficiency of traversal between each pair of prose concepts in the knowledge graph. This
can be measured by calculating the diameter of the knowledge graph where the graph
diameter is the longest of all the shortest Knowledge Paths between any two concepts in
the knowledge graph (Minor & Urban, 2008). It is assumed that the diameter is the time
needed to reach from one of the prose concepts to another. Table 4.8 shows the diameter
of the knowledge graphs. As seen in the Knowledge Induction Process, it took a long time
to reach from one prose concept to another when compared to the Knowledge Distillation
Process.
Table 4.8. Diameter of the Knowledge Graphs
Knowledge Induction Knowledge Distillation
Process
Process
1st prose LTX1
2nd prose LTX2
3rd prose LTX3

15
10
19

5
4
5

The state of comprehension gained from the acquired knowledge needs to be
assessed. This can be simulated from the concept recognition rates, which are affected by
their relations with their neighbor concepts. For the purpose of this simulation, a novel
measure was built to calculate the illumination value for each of the knowledge graph
concepts, where the measure was based on the strength of the sentential relations among
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the concepts and their neighbor concepts in the knowledge graph, along with prior
knowledge of the concepts themselves.
Each concept in the knowledge graph underwent many phases Θ for calculating its
illuminated value h until it reached a stable value (also known here as its final illuminated
value), where 1 refers to a fully illustrated concept. The phase Θi is considered to be the
reading of a set of sentences. At each phase Θi, the concept represented by h referred to its
current illumination value. The learning process at each phase was assessed by the value
of |H| (the summation of h for each concept ci in the list of prose concepts CL). The higher
the value of |H|, the more the comprehension. To calculate h for each concept in the
knowledge graph in each phase Θi, Equation 4.7 (as seen below) was utilized. Solving 4.7
results |H| in each phase individually. Here, (AT.H(Θ).α) represents the impact of the
neighbors of each concept (the concepts that have sentential relations with the concept) on
its illumination values; α equals 0.5; and H(Θ) represents the prior knowledge of the
concept itself.
H(Θ + 1)= (AT . H(Θ) . α) + H(Θ)
a1,1
h1
⎡ ⎤ ⎡a
h
1,2
⎢ 2⎥ ⎢ …
…
=
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎢… ⎥ ⎢ …
⎣ hn ⎦ ⎣a1,n

…
…
…
…
…

… … …
h1
… … … ⎤ ⎡ h2 ⎤
… … … ⎥ . ⎢… ⎥ . α +
⎥ ⎢ ⎥
… … … ⎥ ⎢… ⎥
… … an,n ⎦ ⎣ hn ⎦

(4.7)
h1
⎡ ⎤
h
⎢ 2⎥
…
⎢ ⎥
⎢… ⎥
⎣ hn ⎦

A is an n-by-n matrix, n representing the number of all of the concepts in the
knowledge graph |C|=n. Each cell ai,j in A represents the value of the sentential relation
strength (weight) between two concepts. The value of ai,j is calculated by Equation 4.8 (as
seen below), where fi,j represents the frequency of the relation type between concept ci and
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cj comes from the words frequency in the Gutenberg Project (Hart, 1971). The relationship
between fi,j and ai,j is a direct relation, where the high frequency stands for high familiarity
of the relation type.
ai,j = -1/ log

fi,j

(4.8)
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H = {h1, h2, .., hn} is a vector of the concept illumination values. Each value hi in H
represents an initial value for a concept. This initial value represents prior knowledge or
the familiarity of the concept. It is calculated by Equation 4.9. Here, fi is the frequency of
the concept extracted from data from the Gutenberg Project (Hart, 1971). The relation
between fi and hi is a direct relation, where a high frequency stands for a high familiarity
of the concept.
hi (0) = -1/ log

fi
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(4.9)

Figure 4.8 is an example that shows the variance of the concept illumination value
hi in the learning process over three phases Θi. In this example, the sentential relation
strength ai,j between each pair of concepts ci and cj in the knowledge graph equals 1. hi in
Phase-0 Θ0 refers to the initial illumination value for each concept.
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Figure 4.8. Example of the variance of the illuminating value h i in the learning
process over three phases.
One interesting growth characteristic that was tracked is the evaluation of the
concepts values through the learning process over phases Θ. The value of each concept hi
at each phase Θ was calculated, where 1 refers to that the concept is fully illustrated. Figure
4.9. provides an example of the variance of hi of the concept ‘carbonization’. In LTX1, it
varied over 21 phases in (a) the Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKGfinal and (b) the
Skimmed Illuminated Knowledge Graph SIKG, where the size of the concept over the
phases refers to its hi. It can be seen that the increases in size over the phases indicates that
the concept became more and more illustrated. However, it is obvious that h reaches 0.6
over 21 phases in the Knowledge Induction Process, which means that the concept was not
fully illustrated over the 21 phases. Meanwhile in the Knowledge Distillation Process, the
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concept reaches 1 in phase 6, which means that the concept became fully illustrated in an
earlier phase.

Figure 4.9. Illustration values per phases for concept carbonization in (a) Knowledge
Induction Process (Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKG) and (b) Knowledge
Distillation Process (Skimmed Illuminated Knowledge Graph SIKG).
It could be possible that some concepts were fully illustrated, while others were
not. The results were then divided into three parts. The first part was for concepts that have
values hi(Θ) = 1 which are considered fully illustrated. The second part was for 0.1 ≤ h i(Θ)
< 1when the concepts are highly illustrated and the third part for 0 ≤ h i(Θ) < 0.1 when the
concepts are the least illustrated. Figure 4.10 shows the illumination values hi for each of
the prose concepts CL against the phases Θi, where the x-axis represents Θi and the y-axis
represents the concept illumination value in which they were illustrated in the knowledge
graph. The size of each concept indicates its illumination value hi, and the color indicates
to which part it belongs. For LTX1 in the Knowledge Induction Process, 7 of the 8 concepts
were fully illustrated and one concept was considered highly illustrated, while in the
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Knowledge Distillation Process, all 8 of the concepts were fully illustrated. For LTX2 in
the Knowledge Induction Process and the Knowledge Distillation Process, all of the
concepts became fully illustrated. For LTX3 in the Knowledge Induction Process, all of
the concepts were fully illustrated, while in the Knowledge Distillation Process, 7 of the 8
were fully illustrated and one was highly illustrated. It can be seen that most of the concepts
were fully illustrated either in the Knowledge Induction Process or the Knowledge
Distillation Process; this means that they have strong connections with the concepts in the
knowledge graph. In addition, it is observable that some of the fully illustrated concepts
were recognized in earlier phases of the Knowledge Induction Process and later in the
Knowledge Distillation Process and vice versa. For example, in LTX1, ‘hydrocarbon’ was
recognized in phase 4 of the Knowledge Induction Process and in phase 6 of the Knowledge
Distillation Process, while ‘coal’ is recognized in phase 8 of the Knowledge Induction
Process and in phase 4 of the Knowledge Distillation Process. In addition, some of the
concepts are fully illustrated in the Knowledge Induction Process but is highly illustrated
in the Knowledge Distillation Process; and vice versa. For example, in LTX1,
‘carbonization’ is highly illustrated in the Knowledge Induction Process but is fully
illustrated in the Knowledge Distillation Process, while ‘sevoflurane’ is fully illustrated in
the Knowledge Induction Process but is highly illustrated in the Knowledge Distillation
Process. All these differences are due to the number of sentential relations among the
concepts of the knowledge graph.
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Figure 4.10. Correlation among phases 𝚯i and the concept illumination value hi for
LTX1, LTX2, and LTX3 in the knowledge graphs.
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Figure 4.11 plots the variance in the concepts illumination value of the prose
concepts CL, where the x-axis represents the phases Θi of the learning process and the yaxis represents the prose illumination values |H| in the knowledge graphs. 21 phases were
examined. In the Knowledge Induction Process, it was noticed that in LTX1, the prose
illumination value |H| of CL nearly reached 1 over the 21 phases, which means that the
prose concepts were highly illustrated in the Knowledge Induction Process, while the prose
illumination value |H| of CL reached 1 in phase 6 in the Knowledge Distillation Process.
For LTX2, the prose illumination value |H| of CL reached 1 in phase 13 for both the
Knowledge Induction Process and the Knowledge Distillation Process. In LTX3, the prose
illumination value |H| of CL got up to 1 in phase 13 in the Knowledge Induction Process
and nearly reached 1 over the 21 phases in the Knowledge Distillation Process. Again, the
differences come back to the number of the sentential relation among the concepts of the
knowledge graph.

Figure 4.11. Illustration values per phases for LTX1, LTX2, and LTX3 (a)
Knowledge Induction Process (Illuminated Knowledge Graph IKG) and (b)
Knowledge Distillation Process (Skimmed Illuminated Knowledge Graph SIKG).
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4.1.5

Human experiments Analysis
An experimental study was designed and implemented involving human readers to

study and analyze the performance of the prose comprehension gained by the Knowledge
Distillation Process.
The Kent State University Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved this study.
The study was conducted on 36 male and female readers from Kent State University. The
readers’ backgrounds and education levels varied. They were between the age of 21 and
50 years. They were divided into three groups of 12 readers. Each group was given a test
about a single prose among the three proses presented in Table 4.1. Each test contained 36
questions: 8 questions were “what is” questions asking about the meaning of the concepts;
28 questions were “what is the relation between concept ci and concept cj” questions that
asked about the relations between two concepts. Each reader answered the same set of
questions 3 times in 3 attempts. In the first attempt (attempt1), the reader answered the
questions based on his or her prior knowledge. In the second attempt, participants read a
short prose about a specific topic. Then, they answered the same questions again based on
prior knowledge and the information read in the prose. In the third attempt, participants
read the enhanced text about all/some of the concepts in the prose and their relations. The
enhanced text was derived from the Skimmed Illuminated Knowledge Graph SIKG.
Afterwards, the reader answered the 36 questions, but this time based on prior knowledge,
the prose read in the second attempt (attempt2), and the enhanced text in the third attempt
(attempt3).
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Table 4.9. Rubric for incremental enhancement for knowledge comprehension
1. Yi=
2. Yi+
3. Yi4. Ni-/+
5. Ni=
6. Ni+
7. Ni8. Yi+/-

The question is answered correctly in the previous attempt. No new information
is added in the current attempt.
The question is answered correctly in the previous attempt. New correct
information is added in the current attempt. The answer has further improved.
The question is answered correctly in the previous attempt. New incorrect
information is added in the current attempt. The answer is slightly worse but
still correct.
The question is answered incorrectly in the previous attempt. New correct
information is added in current attempt and the answer now is correct.
The question is answered incorrectly in the previous attempt. No new
information is added in the current attempt.
The question is answered incorrectly in previous attempt. New correct
information is added in current attempt. The answer is slightly better but still
incorrect.
The question is answered incorrectly in the previous attempt. New incorrect
information is added in the current attempt. The answer is still incorrect and has
further degraded.
The question is answered correctly in the previous attempt. New incorrect
information is added in the current attempt and the answer now is incorrect.

Presenting the enhanced text can be done in many ways and by itself can be
considered a problem worthy of being addressed (Khan & Hardas, 2013). An ‘pre-order’
traverse was applied in the Skimmed Illuminated Knowledge Graph SIKG to present its
sentences as the enhanced text to the reader.
To assess the impact of the proposed Knowledge Distillation Process for increasing
knowledge, we classify the recognized/not recognized concepts and the recognized/not
recognized relations in transition-1 (from attemp1 to attempt2) and in transition-2 (from
attempt2 to attempt 3) into eight categories each. All eight categories are presented in Table
4.3. For example, what is carbonization? is a question about the meaning of a concept from
a prose. There were three attempts in two transitions to answer the question. For one of the
answer cases: suppose that the reader in attempt1 answered the question with (I don’t know)
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(N) which means he or she did not have any previous knowledge about the meaning of the
concept, then after reading the prose in attempt2, he or she answered the question correctly
with (Carbonization is a chemical process used for processing of coal) (N1-/+) which
means that the knowledge in the first transition (from attempt1 to attempt2) had increased.
Suppose the reader after reading the enhanced text modified his answer with a new correct
response (The conversion of dead vegetation into coal is called carbonization) (Y2+); that
meant the knowledge in the second transition (from attempt2 to attempt3) also increased.
Another case: suppose the reader in attempt1 answered the question correctly with
(Carbonization is a chemical process used for processing of coal) (Y). This meant he or
she had prior knowledge of the concept. Then, in attempt2 he or she answered the question
with (See Attempt1) (Y1=); meaning that no new information was added in the first
transition (from attempt1 to attempt2). Then, in attempt3, he or she modified the answer
with incorrect information (Carbonization is a process used for producing oxygen) (Y1+/); such a response indicates that the knowledge in the second transition (from attempt2 to
attempt3) became distorted.
Figure 4.12 shows the average number of recognized concepts and the recognized
relations in the three proses. It can be seen that in all cases, the values of the recognized
concepts and the recognized relations gradually increased during the transition attempts in
the three proses. In other words, more information was recognized in almost every
transition. For the recognized concepts, the value increased by 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 in the
transition from attempt1 to attempt2 and by 0.2, 0.2, 0.01 in the transition from attempt2
to attempt3 respectively in the three proses. This indicates that the enhanced text
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contributed in increasing knowledge about the concepts, thus overall prose comprehension.
Similarly, the recognized relation values increased by 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 in the transition
from attempt1 to attempt2, and by 0.3, 0.2, and 0.06 in the transition from attempt2 to
attempt3 respectively in the three proses; this verifies the effectiveness of the added
information for increasing knowledge and comprehension.
In Figure 4.13, we can see the average of answers within the categories. It can be
seen that the amount of new added knowledge (Y i+ + Ni-/+) for the recognized concepts
increased by 0.2, 0.3, and 0.6 in the transition from attempt1 to attempt2 and increased by
0.6, 0.4, and 0.6 in the transition from attempt2 to attempt3 respectively in the three proses.
This points directly to the impact of the Knowledge Distillation Process in adding new
knowledge for recognizing the concepts. Likewise, for the recognized relations, they
increased by 0.3, 0.4, and 0.6 in the transition from attempt1 to attempt2 and by 0.5, 0.4,
and 0.3 in the transition from attempt2 to attempt3 respectively in the three proses; this
refers to the effectiveness of the model in adding new knowledge for recognizing relations
between concepts within the prose.
The path length between two concepts played an important role for recognizing the
relation between them. The distribution of the knowledge paths length to the correct
recognized relations answers is presented in Figure 4.14. It is partly clear that the shorter
the knowledge path length, the more correct answers there were.
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Figure 4.12. The average of the recognized concepts and the recognized relations in
the three proses.
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Figure 4.13. The average of the incremental enhancement of the recognized concepts
and the recognized relations in the three proses.
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Figure 4.14. The distribution of the knowledge paths length to the correct recognized
relations in the three proses.
4.2

Summary
In this chapter, details were presented about the computational evaluation model

that were used to evaluate the efficiency of the comprehension gained from the
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comprehension engine. The model measured the quantitative estimation, organization
estimation, and the comprehension efficiency of the acquired knowledge gained from the
comprehension engine. Next, the content materials that were used in the experiment were
presented. Then, the results gained from each process in the comprehension engine and its
analysis were displayed. Finally, the design and the analysis of the experimental study were
shown and explained; the study involved human readers to study the impact of acquired
knowledge gained from the Knowledge Distillation Process on prose comprehension.

Conclusions
In this chapter, the goals achieved and the future considerations of the presented
work are discussed.
5.1

Does the proposed comprehension engine help in improving the quality of
comprehension?
Chapter 4 showed how certain properties of the knowledge graph pointed to

improving the quality of the prose comprehension.
1.

Information content: it is seen in Figure 4.1 and Table 4.6 that the

knowledge graphs in both processes begin with multiple disconnected concepts. Then with
use of the comprehension engine, all of the concepts become connected, indicating that all
the concepts are reachable to each other. This means that the sentential relations between
the prose concepts are known due to the comprehension engine; the sentential relations
between the prose concepts help in recognizing unknown concepts and in increasing the
knowledge about the known ones. Thus, a connected knowledge graph helps in improving
the quality of comprehension. In Table 4.4 and Table 4.6, it is also seen that the size of the
knowledge graphs started with a low number of concepts and sentential relations. Then
with use of the comprehension engine, this number increased. It was assumed that when
the size of the knowledge graph was increased, actual knowledge was also increased. This
points to the new knowledge that appeared, illuminating the reader to the prose concepts
85
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and their sentential relations. Similarly, the study of “knowledge growth” seen Figure 4.2
and Figure 4.3, and the study of “knowledge overload” featured in Table 4.6, showed that
the comprehension engine contributed to both growth and perhaps an overload of
knowledge gained. Accordingly, increasing the size of the knowledge graph indicates to
improving the quality of comprehension. In addition, from the findings displayed in Figure
4.4 and Figure 4.5, and the study of “entropy” shown in Table 4.6, it is obvious that the
knowledge graphs in both processes start with low entropy values. Later, by the
comprehension engine, the values increased. With the use of the comprehension engine,
the amount of the new rare information increased, referring to an improvement in the
quality of the comprehension.
2.

Knowledge organization: as seen in Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7, and the study of

“cluster coefficient” shown in Table 4.6, the comprehension engine increased the value of
the cluster coefficient in the knowledge graphs. This points to the concepts becoming
highly organized and connected, thus facilitating understanding the sentential relations
among the prose concepts. Therefore, this indicates improvement of the quality of
comprehension.
3.

Comprehension Efficiency: the study of reachability in Table 4.8 shows how

reachability among the prose concepts was reduced by the Knowledge Distillation Process;
the number of sentences needed to understand the relation between two of the prose
concepts decreased. Therefore, efficiency of the comprehension showed improvement. In
addition, Figure 4.11 shows how the illumination values of the prose concepts in the
knowledge graphs increased. This refers to the impact of the sentential relations in the
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knowledge graphs for increasing knowledge of the prose concepts. For each knowledge
graph, the illumination values of the prose concepts reaching stable values denotes how
much the reader learned from the prose. Meanwhile, Figure 4.10 shows that the prose
concepts were both fully and highly illustrated, indicating the improvement level in the
quality of understanding provided by the comprehension engine. This indicates to that the
comprehension engine improves the quality of the comprehension.
As seen from Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13, enhanced text increased recognition of
both the concepts and their relationships with each other, thus pointing to an improvement
in the quality of the comprehension.
5.2

Does the proposed comprehension engine effect in saving time of learning?
As shown in Table 4.3 and Table 4.5, the time necessary for the comprehension

engine to read the reference texts, finding the highest familiarity sentential relations among
the prose concepts, and then finding the Alpha Knowledge Pathway between each pair took
only a few minutes. This is considered a short amount of time for learning when compared
with the time needed for a human to read and decipher multiple reference texts (as was
discussed in Chapter 1). This demonstrates the efficiency of the comprehension engine for
saving time on reading.
5.3

Criticize and Challenges
An interesting debate is whether or not all of the prose concepts are connected in

the knowledge graph. It is probable that the knowledge graph may include disconnected
concepts. In the comprehension engine, it is completely possible that an association relation
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between two concepts may be recognized without a link that exists between them in the
knowledge graph.
5.4

Future work
1.

The association weight (familiarity value) and the concept illumination

values were calculated based on the frequency of the relation type/concept in the Gutenberg
Project. However, the ‘Gutenberg Project’ has some limitations. Its history was created by
books. The community of the words was formed by book authors and experts, and word
frequency here is based on their frequency in the books. Thus, we found the corpus missed
a lot of common words. As our goal is to enhance comprehension for common readers, we
suggest using another more common corpus such as a buildup corpus by Wikipedia, a
newspaper, or tweets for a future work. For example, Wikipedia articles are written by
anyone who cares about a topic, and its writers could be experts or semi-experts. So, its
corpus words will be common and close to the reader. The more common the words, the
more likely the understanding will be better, creating improvement of the quality of the
comprehension.
2.

In the experiment, we considered the Alpha Knowledge Pathway as a single

knowledge path between each pair of prose concepts, where each edge in the path is
represented by a single sentence comprehending the relation between each two concepts in
the path. For future work, we will include the parallel relations between the concepts in the
Alpha Knowledge Pathway in the experiment. This will add multiple sentences instead of
a single sentence illuminating the relation between each two concepts in the knowledge
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path. Therefore, this will strengthen understanding of the relation between the two concepts
and increase the knowledge, thus leading to improving the quality of the comprehension.
3.

The method used to find an Alpha Knowledge Pathway is based on grading

all the knowledge paths between two of the prose concepts, then selecting the one which
has the highest delivered current flow between them. It did not consider decreasing the
number of external concepts as the method used for finding the highest familiarity
knowledge path connecting the prose concepts that was described in Chapter 2. Learning
new external concepts with their relations in order to learn the relations between the prose
concepts still exists. Therefore, this will increase the burden on the reader for
comprehending the prose. To decrease this burden, an elimination or even a reduction of
the number of external concepts is required. So, after augmenting knowledge from the
reference texts in the Knowledge Induction Process and forming the final Illuminated
Knowledge Graph, we suggest applying the Terminal to Terminal Steiner Tree (TTST)
algorithm discussed in Chapter 2 on the final Illuminated Knowledge Graph to find the
Alpha Knowledge Pathway. The Alpha Knowledge Pathway would then connect all the
prose concepts with few to no external concepts.
5.5

Summary
The main contribution of this dissertation was to study the algorithms behind the

prose comprehension. The problem of prose comprehension was explored and to help solve
it, we recommended using an initial version of a set of algorithms that can be used to
enhance the comprehension by creating a comprehension engine. Such an engine can
enhance the prose comprehension by saving time and improving the quality of the
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comprehension. The comprehension engine is able to read several reference texts and select
the highest familiarity knowledge. It then presents this external knowledge to the readers
in a short amount of time. In addition, it uses a graph called a knowledge graph as a
computational representation model to represent the knowledge in the text. Some of the
measurements on the knowledge graph are indicative of the quality of the learning which
in turn enhances comprehension. Furthermore, the results of the human experiment on the
output of the comprehension engine verifies the efficiency of the compression engine for
improving knowledge.

APPENDIX A
Example of the Data used in the experiment
This appendix shows the proses used in the experiment.
LTX1- (Ethane)
Ethane, a colourless, odourless, gaseous hydrocarbon (compound of hydrogen
and carbon), belonging to the paraffin series; its chemical formula is C2H6. Ethane is
structurally the simplest hydrocarbon that contains a single carbon-carbon bond. The
second most important constituent of natural gas, it also occurs dissolved in petroleum
oils and as a by-product of oil refinery operations and of the carbonization of coal.
The industrial importance of ethane is based upon the ease with which it may be
converted to ethylene (C2H4) and hydrogen by pyrolysis, or cracking, when passed
through hot tubes. Like propane and, to a lesser extent, butane, ethane is a major raw
material for the huge ethylene petrochemical industry, which produces such important
products as polyethylene plastic, ethylene glycol, and ethyl alcohol.
More than 90 percent of the ethane produced in the 1960s was burned as fuel
without separation from natural gas. Ethane gas can be liquefied under pressure or at
reduced temperatures and thus be separated from natural gas. Unlike propane, liquid
ethane is not in common use as an industrial or domestic fuel.
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LTX2- (New Test for Zika OKed)
Current PCR-based Zika tests can’t rule out infections with dengue or
chikungunya viruses—infections that cause similar symptoms and are also transmitted
by Aedes mosquitoes. Last week (March 18), the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) granted the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) approval to
start using a three-in-one assay that screens for all three viruses simultaneously.
“This [emergency use authorization] will potentially allow CDC to more rapidly
perform testing to detect acute Zika virus infection,” the CDC said in a statement.
The test won’t be available in hospitals or doctors offices, but will be used in a
designated network of laboratories that assists in public health emergencies.
Last month, the FDA granted emergency use authorization (EUA) for these labs
to use a diagnostic that can detect infections through antibodies in the patient’s blood
weeks after the virus has been cleared. However, the test cannot rule out the possibility
that a positive result was caused by dengue, and research labs and biotech firms are
working to develop a more-specific antibody assay.
“As there are no commercially available diagnostic tests cleared or approved by
the FDA for the detection of Zika virus infection, it was determined that an EUA is
crucial to ensure timely access to a diagnostic tool,” the CDC said in a February 26
press release.
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LTX3- (Anesthesia gases are warming the planet)
Anesthetics may make that tooth surgery bearable, but they are also
contributing—at least somewhat—to climate change, a new study reveals. The gases
act in much the same way as carbon dioxide (CO2), trapping energy from the sun in the
atmosphere and warming the planet. Over the past decade, atmospheric concentrations
of the commonly used anesthetics desflurane, isoflurane, and sevoflurane have risen
globally to 0.30 parts per trillion (ppt), 0.097 ppt, and 0.13 ppt, respectively, scientists
report in Geophysical Research Letters. Although those numbers may not seem like
much—especially compared with CO2, which reached concentrations of 400 parts per
million in 2014—the higher global warming potential of the anesthetics has some
scientists worried. For example, every 1 kilogram of desflurane is equal to 2500
kilograms of CO2. They also tracked concentrations of another anesthetic, halothane—
which many countries have phased out because it can damage the liver—and found its
concentration had declined since 2000. Although nitrous oxide is also widely used as
an anesthetic, the researchers purposefully did not include it in the study because, unlike
the other gases, it is used in a variety of settings other than anesthetics, such as the food
industry and in semiconductor manufacturing. Although no one is suggesting a return
to the days of biting on a piece of leather or wood to distract from the pain of surgery,
scientists argue that limiting or even eliminating the use of desflurane, the most potent
of the three gases studied, would help. Also, the study’s researchers point out, no
mandate exists that requires used anesthetic be captured and disposed of, and as a result,
almost all of it is released directly into the atmosphere.
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ATTEMPT1
[Ethane, hydrocarbon, hydrogen, carbon, chemical, petroleum, carbonization, coal]
Questions:
Please answer the following questions in few words:
1. What is ethane?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------2. What is hydrocarbon?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------3. What is hydrogen?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. What is carbon?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------5. What is chemical?
I don’t know now.
Answer ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6. What is petroleum?
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I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------7. What is carbonization?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------8. What is coal?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------9. What is the relation between ethane and hydrocarbon?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------10. What is the relation between ethane and hydrogen?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------11. What is the relation between ethane and carbon?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------12. What is the relation between ethane and chemical?
I don’t know now.
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Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------13. What is the relation between ethane and petroleum?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------14. What is the relation between ethane and carbonization?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------15. What is the relation between ethane and coal?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------16. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and hydrogen?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------17. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and carbon?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------18. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and chemical?
I don’t know now.
Answer ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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19. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and petroleum?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------20. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and carbonization?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------21. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and coal?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------22. What is the relation between hydrogen and carbon?
I don’t know now.
Answer ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

23. What is the relation between hydrogen and chemical?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------24. What is the relation between hydrogen and petroleum?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------25. What is the relation between hydrogen and carbonization?
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I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------26. What is the relation between hydrogen and coal?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------27. What is the relation between carbon and chemical?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------28. What is the relation between carbon and petroleum?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------29. What is the relation between carbon and carbonization?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------30. What is the relation between carbon and coal?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------31. What is the relation between chemical and petroleum?
I don’t know now.
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Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------32. What is the relation between chemical and carbonization?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------33. What is the relation between chemical and coal?
I don’t know now.
Answer -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------34. What is the relation between petroleum and carbonization?
I don’t know now.
Answer ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

35. What is the relation between petroleum and coal?
I don’t know now.
Answer ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

36. What is the relation between carbonization and coal?
I don’t know now.
Answer ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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ATTEMPT2
[Ethane, hydrocarbon, hydrogen, carbon, chemical, petroleum, carbonization, coal]
Text1:
[Ethane], a colourless, odourless, gaseous [hydrocarbon] (compound of [hydrogen] and
[carbon]), belonging to the paraffin series; its [chemical] formula is C2H6. [Ethane] is
structurally the simplest [hydrocarbon] that contains a single carbon-carbon bond. The
second most important constituent of natural [gas], it also occurs dissolved in [petroleum]
oils and as a by-product of oil refinery operations and of the [carbonization] of [coal].
The industrial importance of [ethane] is based upon the ease with which it may be
converted to ethylene (C2H4) and [hydrogen] by pyrolysis, or cracking, when passed
through hot tubes. Like propane and, to a lesser extent, butane, [ethane] is a major raw
material for the huge ethylene petrochemical industry, which produces such important
products as polyethylene plastic, ethylene glycol, and ethyl alcohol.
More than 90 percent of the [ethane] produced in the 1960s was burned as fuel without
separation from natural [gas]. [Ethane] [gas] can be liquefied under pressure or at reduced
temperatures and thus be separated from natural [gas]. Unlike propane, liquid [ethane] is
not in common use as an industrial or domestic fuel.
Questions:
Please answer the following questions in few words:
1. What is ethane?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------2. What is hydrocarbon?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------3. What is hydrogen?
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See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------4. What is carbon?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------5. What is chemical?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. ------------------------------------------------------------

6. What is petroleum?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------7. What is carbonization?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------8. What is coal?
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See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------9. What is the relation between ethane and hydrocarbon?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------10. What is the relation between ethane and hydrogen?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------11. What is the relation between ethane and carbon?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------12. What is the relation between ethane and chemical?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. ------------------------------------------------------------
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13. What is the relation between ethane and petroleum?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------14. What is the relation between ethane and carbonization?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------15. What is the relation between ethane and coal?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------16. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and hydrogen?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. ------------------------------------------------------------

17. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and carbon?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. ------------------------------------------------------------
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18. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and chemical?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------19. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and petroleum?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------20. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and carbonization?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------21. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and coal?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------22. What is the relation between hydrogen and carbon?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. ------------------------------------------------------------
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23. What is the relation between hydrogen and chemical?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------24. What is the relation between hydrogen and petroleum?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------25. What is the relation between hydrogen and carbonization?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------26. What is the relation between hydrogen and coal?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------27. What is the relation between carbon and chemical?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
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Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------28. What is the relation between carbon and petroleum?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------29. What is the relation between carbon and carbonization?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------30. What is the relation between carbon and coal?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------31. What is the relation between chemical and petroleum?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------32. What is the relation between chemical and carbonization?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
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Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------33. What is the relation between chemical and coal?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------34. What is the relation between petroleum and carbonization?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. ------------------------------------------------------------

35. What is the relation between petroleum and coal?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. ------------------------------------------------------------

36. What is the relation between carbonization and coal?
See Attemp1.
I don’t know now
Answer/ Modified Answer. ------------------------------------------------------------
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ATTEMPT3
[Ethane, hydrocarbon, hydrogen, carbon, chemical, petroleum, carbonization, coal]
Text2:




















[Ethane] can also be separated from [petroleum] gas, a mixture of gaseous
[hydrocarbon] produced as a byproduct of [petroleum] refining.
The [chemical] structure of [petroleum] is heterogeneous, composed of
[hydrocarbon] chain of different length.
Oil is a synonym of [petroleum].
in the 19th century, the term [petroleum] was often used to refer to mineral oil
produced by distillation from mined organic solid such as cannel [coal] (and
later oil shale), and refined oil produced from them; in the united kingdom,
storage (and later transport) of these oil were regulated by a series of
[petroleum] act, from the [petroleum] act 1863 onwards.
Because of this, [petroleum] may be taken to oil refinery and the [hydrocarbon]
[chemical] separated by distillation and treated by other [chemical] process, to
be used for a variety of purpose.
[Hydrogen], as atomic h, is the most abundant [chemical] element in the
universe, making up 75 % of normal matter by mass and more than 90% by
number of atom.
[Hydrogen] form a vast array of compound with [carbon] called the
[hydrocarbon], and an even vaster array with heteroatoms that, because of their
general association with living thing, are called organic compound.
[Petroleum] is a kind of fossil fuel.
Fossil fuel is a superordinate of [coal].
As [coal] contains mainly [carbon], the conversion of dead vegetation into
[coal] is called [carbonization].
Fossil fuel is a superordinate of [petroleum].
Generally, with catenation come the loss of the total amount of bonded
[hydrocarbon] and an increase in the amount of energy required for bond
cleavage due to strain exerted upon the molecule ; in molecule such as
cyclohexane , this is referred to as ring strain , and occurs due to the ``
destabilized '' spatial electron configuration of the atom.
Because of difference in molecular structure, the empirical formula remains
different between [hydrocarbon]; in linear, or `` straight-run '' alkane, alkene
and alkyne, the amount of bonded [hydrogen] lessens in alkene and alkyne due
to the `` self-bonding '' or catenation of [carbon] preventing entire saturation of
the [hydrocarbon] by the formation of double or triple bond.
[Hydrocarbon] should be kept away from fluorine compound due to the high
probability of forming toxic hydrofluoric acid.
[Hydrocarbon] can also be burned with elemental fluorine, resulting in
[carbon] tetrafluoride and [hydrogen] fluoride product.
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Venezuela also has large amount of oil in the orinoco oil sand, although the
[hydrocarbon] trapped in them are more fluid than in canada and are usually
called extra heavy oil.
 [Coal] is composed primarily of [carbon], along with variable quantity of other
element, chiefly [hydrogen], sulfur, oxygen, and nitrogen.
 The simplest form of an organic molecule is the [hydrocarbon] a large family
of organic molecule that are composed of [hydrogen] atom bonded to a chain
of [carbon] atom.
 The buckyball are fairly large molecule formed completely of [carbon] bonded
trigonally, forming spheroid (the best-known and simplest is the soccerballshaped c60 buckminsterfullerene).
 Alternatively, the [hydrogen] obtained from gasification can be used for various
purpose, such as powering a [hydrogen] economy, making ammonia, or
upgrading fossil fuel.
 [Coal] gasification can be used to produce syngas, a mixture of [carbon]
monoxide (co) and [hydrogen] (h2) gas.
 Primary [chemical] that are produced directly from the syngas include
methanol, [hydrogen] and [carbon] monoxide, which are the [chemical]
building block from which a whole spectrum of derivative [chemical] are
manufactured , including olefin , acetic acid , formaldehyde , ammonia , urea
and others.
 Compound based primarily on [carbon] and [hydrogen] atom are called organic
compound, and all others are called inorganic compound.
 Compound is a kind of [chemical].
 [Chemical] is a superordinate of compound.
 Pre-combustion capture - this involves gasification of a feedstock ( such as coal
) to form synthesis gas, which may be shifted to produce a h2 and co2-rich gas
mixture , from which the co2 can be efficiently captured and separated ,
transported , and ultimately sequestered , this technology is usually associated
with integrated gasification combined cycle process configuration.
 Several different technological method are available for the purpose of [carbon]
capture as demanded by the clean coal concept.
Questions:
Please answer the following questions in few words:
1. What is ethane?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. ------------------------------------------------------------
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2. What is hydrocarbon?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------3. What is hydrogen?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------4. What is carbon?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------5. What is chemical?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. ------------------------------------------------------------

6. What is petroleum?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
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Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------7. What is carbonization?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------8. What is coal?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------9. What is the relation between ethane and hydrocarbon?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------10. What is the relation between ethane and hydrogen?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------11. What is the relation between ethane and carbon?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
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Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------12. What is the relation between ethane and chemical?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------13. What is the relation between ethane and petroleum?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------14. What is the relation between ethane and carbonization?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------15. What is the relation between ethane and coal?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------16. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and hydrogen?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
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I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------17. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and carbon?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------18. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and chemical?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------19. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and petroleum?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------20. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and carbonization?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------21. What is the relation between hydrocarbon and coal?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
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I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------22. What is the relation between hydrogen and carbon?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------23. What is the relation between hydrogen and chemical?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------24. What is the relation between hydrogen and petroleum?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------25. What is the relation between hydrogen and carbonization?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------26. What is the relation between hydrogen and coal?
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See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------27. What is the relation between carbon and chemical?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------28. What is the relation between carbon and petroleum?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------29. What is the relation between carbon and carbonization?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------30. What is the relation between carbon and coal?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------31. What is the relation between chemical and petroleum?
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See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------32. What is the relation between chemical and carbonization?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------33. What is the relation between chemical and coal?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------34. What is the relation between petroleum and carbonization?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. -----------------------------------------------------------35. What is the relation between petroleum and coal?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. ------------------------------------------------------------
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36. What is the relation between carbonization and coal?
See Attemp1/ Attemp2.
I don’t know
Answer/ Modified Answer. ------------------------------------------------------------
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